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Abstract
Every relation between posets gives rise to an adjunction, known as a Galois con-
nection, between the corresponding power sets. Formal concept analysis (FCA)
studies the fixed points of these adjunctions, which can be interpreted as latent
“concepts” [20], [19]. In [47] Pavlovic defines a generalisation of posets he calls
proximity sets (or proxets), which are equivalent to the generalised metric spaces
of Lawvere [37], and introduces a form of quantitative concept analysis (QCA)
which provides a different viewpoint from other approaches to fuzzy concept
analysis (for a survey see [4]).
The nucleus of a fuzzy relation between proxets is defined in terms of the fixed
points of a naturally arising adjunction based on the given relation, generalising
the Galois connections of formal concept analysis. By giving the unit interval
r0, 1s an appropriate category structure it can be shown that proxets are simply
r0, 1s-enriched categories and the nuclues of a proximity relation between proxets
is a generalisation of the notion of the Isbell completion of an enriched category.
We prove that the sets of fixed points of an adjunction arising from a fuzzy
relation can be given the structure of complete idempotent semimodules and
show that they are isomorphic to tropical convex hulls of point configurations in
tropical projective space, in which addition and scalarmultiplication are replaced
with pointwise minima and addition, respectively. We show that some the results
of Develin and Sturmfels on tropical convex sets [13] can be applied to give the
nucleus of a proximity relation the structure of a cell complex, which we term
the fuzzy concept complex. We provide a formula for counting cells of a given
dimension in generic situations.
We conclude with some thoughts on computing the fuzzy concept complex
using ideas from Ardila and Develin’s work on tropical oriented matroids [1].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One aim of this thesis is to provide some additional tools for studying concepts
in quantitative (or “fuzzy”) concept analysis. This is a generalisation of the study
of formal concept analysis, which we now briefly describe.
1.1 Formal concept analysis
The aim of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is to extract latent concepts, in the
form of a concept lattice, from a formal context that describes the relationship
between two collections. A formal context is a triple K “ pX ,Y ,M q, where X
andY are sets, normally interpreted as a collection of objects and a collection of
attributes that these objects may satisfy, respectively, andM : X ˆY Ñ t0, 1u is a
relation encoding information about which attributes are satisfied by each object
and, conversely, which objects satisfy each attribute. That is, given an object
x P X and an attribute y P Y we have
M px , y q “
#
1 if x has the attribute y ,
0 otherwise.
If X “ tx1, x2, . . . , xr u andY “ ty1, y2, . . . , ynu are finite sets, such a relation can
be written as an pr ˆ nq-matrix, whose pi , j qth entry is equal toM pxi , y j q for all
i P t1, . . . , ru and j P t1, . . . ,nu. We will abuse notation and call this matrixM
too, so thatmi j “ M pxi , y j q.
There are obvious functions M ‚ : X Ñ PpY q and M‚ : Y Ñ PpX q. Each
object x P X gives rise to a subset M ‚pxq Ď Y consisting of those attributes
satisfied by x . Similarly, each y P Y gives rise to a subsetM‚pxq Ď Y consisting of
those objects satisfying x .
This correspondence extends to aGalois connection between the powersets of
X andY . Given any subset of objectsA Ď X one can find the setAÒ “ M ˚pAq Ď Y
4
male English beard retired
Albert 3 3
Betty 3
Charles 3 3 3
Doris 3
Eric 3 3 3
Table 1.1: Some people and their attributes
consisting of those attributes satisfied by all a P A and given subset of attributes
B Ď Y one can find the setBÓ “ M˚pBq Ď X consisting of those objects satisfying
all b P B . These subsets are the intersections of the subsets corresponding to
individual elements:
M ˚pAq “
č
aPA
M ‚paq and M˚pBq “
č
bPB
M‚pbq. (1.1)
On the one hand,M ˚pAq can be viewed as the intersection of the subsetsM ‚paq
corresponding to the elements a P A. From a slightly more sophisticated per-
spective, which will be useful later, it can be viewed as the intersections of all the
subsetsM ‚pxq corresponding to each element x P X , where only those for which
x P A are counted; in other words, the inclusion ofM ‚pxq in the intersection is
“weighted” by the truth value of the statement “x P A”.
Given a formal context as above, a formal concept is a pair pA,Bq, consisting
of subsets A Ď X and B Ď Y , such that AÒ “ B and A “ BÓ. Each concept can
be looked at in two ways: extrinsically in terms of its objects, i.e. the subset A, or
intrinsically in terms of its attributes, i.e. the subset B . This is best illustrated in
an example.
Example 1.1.1. For this example let X be the set of people
tAlbert, Betty, Charles, Doris, Ericu
and letY be the set
tbeing male, being English, having a beard, being retiredu
consisting of some of the possible attributes they may have. Which people have
which attributes is shown in Table 1.1.
The fact that the powersets PpX q and PpY q are in fact partially ordered sets
(with respect to inclusion) allows formal concepts to be organised into a formal
concept lattice. Given conceptsC “ pA,Bq andC 1 “ pA1,B 1q, we say thatC ď C 1
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whenever A Ď A1 and B 1 Ď B . (Note the opposite ordering on PpY q; this is
due to the Galois connectionM ˚ % M˚ being antitone.) Such lattices can be
conveniently illustrated as graphs, the vertices of which are simply the formal
concepts; the edges do not have any direct meaning other than to indicate the
ordering of the concepts.
Here is the concept lattice for the relation defined by the table. Each concept
is indicated by a node marked with the corresponding subsets of X andY that de-
scribe the concept extrinsically or intrinsically, respectively. For instance, thenode
on the far left of the diagram, labelled “tC ,DutRu” corresponds to the concept
consisting of (from an extrinsic perspective) Charles and Doris, or equivalently
(from an intrinsic perspective) those people who are retired.
In this thesis we study the structure that arises when we consider relations
between sets that are not restricted to Boolean values, but instead can describe
the relationship between objects in a “fuzzier” way.
1.2 Outline of contents
This thesis is inspired predominantly by two research papers. The first of these
is Pavlovic’s “Quantitative Concept Analysis” [47], which generalises the idea of
formal concept analysis to a quantitative setting. The nucleus of a relation is
defined as a quantitative alternative to traditional qualitative concept lattices.
The second paper is Develin and Sturmfels’ “Tropical Convexity” [13] in which
it is shown that the tropical convex hull of a set of points in tropical projective
space admits a natural cell complex structure. A third paper, Cohen, Gaubert, and
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Quadrat’s “Duality and Separation Theorems in Idempotent Semimodules” [9]
was also influential.
By adapting the definitions of tropical geometry we are able to show that the
nucleus of the first paper can be treating in a similar way to the tropical convex
hulls of the second paper and that the nucleus admits a cell complex structure.
This may have applications in fuzzy concept analysis and it allows one to classify
fuzzy concepts in terms of their type, dimension and neighbouring cells.
In Chapter 2 we provide relevant backgroundmaterial on proxets, as intro-
duced in [47], and explain how they can be thought of as enriched categories.
We also provide further backgroundmaterial on profunctors and the Isbell com-
pletion of an enriched category in preparation for defining proximity relations
between proxets (which are a special case of profunctors) and the nucleus of
such a proximity relation (which is a special case of a more genereal construction
related to the Isbell completion).
In Chapter 3 we define the nucleus of a proximity relation between proxets.
We restrict our attention to finite discrete proxets so that proximity relations can
be thought of as matrices. We show that r0, 1sk obtains a natural semimodule
structure and show that the nucleus of a proximity relation is isomorphic to a
submodule of this semimodule. Using thiswe show that the nucleus of a proximity
relation can be expressed geometrically as a span of its rows or columns.
In Chapter 4 we provide a brief introduction to some key ideas from tropical
geometry and describe a correspondence between the aforementioned spans
and tropical convex hulls of point configurations in tropical projective space. We
translate some definitions and results from [13] into the context of these spans.
We show that points in the nucleus can be classified according to their “type”
and that this classification provides a cell complex structure for the nucleus. We
provide a formula for counting k -cells in this cell complex by translating another
result from [13].
In Chapter 5 we briefly describe how to compute certain cells in the nucleus
of a fuzzy relation and discuss tropical oriented matroids with reference to [1]
(see also [23, 24]).
Appendix A provides some background on enriched category theory which
may be of particular use in relation to the material on general profunctors and
Isbell completions in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter is roughly divided into three parts. In the first part we provide some
of the backgroundmaterial needed to define fuzzy relations between proxets and
the nuclei of such relations. We have assumed a basic knowledge of category
theory, but some definitions and results from the theory of enriched categories
can be found in Appendix A, which we will refer to throughout this chapter.
We then move on to talk about profunctors in general enriched categories.
Profunctors are a powerful generalisation of functors, relations, and bimodules,
amongst other things. Indeed, fuzzy relations between proxets are enriched
profunctors.
In the final part we discuss the Isbell completion (also known as the “reflexive
completion” [2]). Thenucleusof a fuzzy relation is a special caseof a generalisation
of the Isbell completion of an enriched category.
2.1 Proximity sets
In his paper “Quantitative Concept Analysis” [47], Pavlovic introduced objects he
calls proximity sets (also called proxets), to provide a natural setting for studying
fuzzy concepts. Although there are many ways to extend formal concept analysis
to a fuzzy (i.e. quantitative) setting — surveys can be found in [3, 4] — proxets are
particularly effective. They turn out to be equivalent to the generalised metric
spaces introduced by Lawvere [37] and have many nice properties. Definitions
and results about proxets can equivalently be stated in terms of generalisedmetric
spaces. See, for example, [48].
Proxets can be seen as categories enriched over the closed interval r0, 1swith
an appropriate monoidal category structure. We will explain in some detail how
this is done. However, the approach we take is to state the basic definitions re-
garding proxets initially in elementary terms, with no direct reference to enriched
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categories, before showing that proxets are r0, 1s-categories. In a number of cases
our conventions and notation differ from that of the original.
Definition 2.1.1. A proximity set (or proxet for short) is a set X together with a
function p´,´qX : X ˆ X Ñ r0, 1s, so that any two elements x , y P X have a
proximity px , y qX P r0, 1s, such that the following conditions are satisfied for all
x , y , z P X :
px , xqX “ 1,
px , y qX ¨ py , zqX ď px , zqX .
We typically abuse notation and refer to a proxet simply by the name of its under-
lying set, leaving its proximity operation implicit.
Definition 2.1.2. A proxet X is said to be extensional if it satisfies the additional
property
px , y qX “ 1 and py , xqX “ 1 ùñ x “ y , (2.1)
for all x , y P X . Otherwise we say that X is intensional.
Definition 2.1.3. A proxet X is discrete if px , y qX “ 0 for all x , y P X with x ‰ y .
Here are some examples of proxets.
Example 2.1.4 (Discrete proxets).
Any set X can be thought of as a discrete proxet by setting, for x , y P X ,
px , y qX “
#
1 if x “ y ,
0 otherwise.
It is trivial to check that the conditions of Definition 2.1.1 are satisfied.
Example 2.1.5 (Preorders).
More generally, the above extends to any preorder pP ,ĺq, by setting
px , y qP “
#
1 if x ĺ y ,
0 otherwise.
The conditions of Definition 2.1.1 follow immediately from the fact that ĺ is
reflexive and transitive.
Example 2.1.6.
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The set r0, 1s itself can be given the structure of a proxet by defining
px , y qr0,1s “ xzy “
#
y{x if y ă x ,
1 otherwise.
(2.2)
This operation, called truncated division, will be extremely important in later
chapters. Note that yzz is equal to the largest number in r0, 1s that, whenmulti-
plied by x , is no larger than y , i.e.
xzy “ suptw P r0, 1s | x ¨w ď yu. (2.3)
This gives us the defining condition
x ¨ y ď z if and only if x ď yzz (2.4)
for all x , y , z P r0, 1s.
This means that truncated division is a residuation in the sense of [9], as
discussed in Section 3.2, where further properties of residuations, and truncated
division in particular, are given. One such property is that
xpxzy q ď y
for all x , y P r0, 1s. This follows by straightforward application of (2.4) to the
statement xzy ď xzy . Another particularly useful property is the following.
Lemma 2.1.7. Let x , y , z P r0, 1s. Then
xzpyzzq “ px ¨ y qzz “ yzpxzzq. (2.5)
Proof. Using (2.3) we have
xzpyzzq “ suptw P r0, 1s | x ¨w ď yzzu
“ suptw P r0, 1s | x ¨w ¨ y ď zu (by (2.4))
“ suptw P r0, 1s | px ¨ y q ¨w ď zu
“ px ¨ y qzz .
The second equation follows from commutativity of multiplication in r0, 1s. 
The above result will be proved more generally in the context of residuations
in idempotent semimodules in the next chapter. More properties will be given
when they are needed.
We still need to check that this definition satisfies the conditions of Definition
2.1.1. For any x P r0, 1s it is clear that xzx “ 1, since x ě x . For the second
condition, let x , y , z P r0, 1s. Then, by the above-stated property of truncated
division,
x ¨ pxzy q ¨ pyzzq ď y ¨ pyzzq ď z ,
and then applying (2.4) gives the required condition.
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Definition 2.1.8. Amorphism of proximity sets (or proximity map) is a function
f : X Ñ Y between the underlying sets of two proxets, such that for all x , y P X
px , y qX ď pf pxq, f py qqY .
Proximity maps can be composed to produce proximity maps.
Lemma2.1.9. LetX ,Y ,Z be proxets and let f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z be proximity
maps. Then g ˝ f : X Ñ Z is a proximity map.
Proof. Let x , y P X . Then
ppg ˝ f qpxq, pg ˝ f qpy qqZ “ pg pf pxqq, g pf py qqqZ
ď pf pxq, f py qqY (since g is a proximity map)
ď px , y qX . (since f is a proximity map)
Hence g ˝ f is a proximity map. 
The category of proxets and proximity maps is denoted Prox.
Definition 2.1.10. Let X andY be proximity sets. A proximity map f : X Ñ Y is
an isomorphism of proximity sets (or a proximity isomorphism) if there exists a
proximity map g : Y Ñ X such that g ˝ f “ idX and f ˝ g “ idY .
Corollary 2.1.11. Let f : X Ñ Y be a proximity isomorphism. Then for all x , x 1 P X
we have px , x 1qX “ pf pxq, f px 1qqY .
Proof. Let x , x 1 P X . Then
px , x 1qX ď pf pxq, f px 1qqY
ď pg pf pxqq, g pf px 1qqqX
“ px , x 1qX
so px , x 1qX “ pf pxq, f px 1qqY as required. 
2.1.1 Proxets as enriched categories
We now provide an interpretation of proxets as enriched categories. We refer the
reader to Appendix A for an introduction to enriched categories, including the
definitions of enriched categories, enriched functors, enriched natural transform-
ations, and enriched functor categories, which are mathematical objects that can
be thought of as representing the collection of all enriched natural transforma-
tions between enriched functors. We will attempt to explainmany relevant points
in the main text, only referring to Appendix A when necessary.
Wemust first provide the category to enrich over.
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Proposition 2.1.12. The closed unit interval r0, 1s can be given the structure of a
closed symmetric monoidal category.
Proof. Firstly, the objects of r0, 1s are, unsurprisingly, the elements of the closed
unit interval, i.e. Obr0, 1s “ r0, 1s. There is a morphism in r0, 1s from x to y
precisely when x ď y . In particular, this guarantees a morphism 1x : x Ñ x for all
x P X . It is easy to see that this gives r0, 1s the structure of a category; transitivity
of ď guarantees that composition is associative, while for each x P r0, 1s the
morphism 1x acts as an identity.
The monoidal product on r0, 1s is defined to be ordinary multiplication, i.e.
x b y “ x ¨ y for all x , y P r0, 1s. The unit 1 for this product is the object 1 P r0, 1s,
since x ¨ 1 “ 1 ¨ x “ x for all x P r0, 1s. The monoidal product thus defined is
clearly symmetric, since x ¨ y “ y ¨ x for all x P r0, 1s.
To see that r0, 1s is a closed monoidal category, we must show that for each
y P r0, 1s the order-preserving map x ÞÑ x ¨ y has a right adjoint. By (2.4), this
adjoint is easily seen to the map z ÞÑ xzz , where z is the truncated division
operation defined in (2.2). 
It is then easy to see that proxets are equivalent to r0, 1s-categories. Each
proxet X has an underlying set, corresponding to the objects of a r0, 1s-category
X and vice versa. For each x , y P X , the proximity px , y qX is the hom-object
Xpx , y q P r0, 1s. The reflexivity and transitivity axioms of X are precisely the
identity and associativity axioms for composition inX.
We will now therefore consider proxets as if they were defined as r0, 1s-cat-
egories, we will think of proximity maps as r0, 1s-functors, and so on. This will
allow to apply results from Appendix A to proxets.
Extensional proxets are r0, 1s-categories in which no two distinct objects are
isomorphic. In other words, extensional proxets are skeletal r0, 1s-categories.
Before making any further definitions, we highlight another important equi-
valence of categories. This provides a slightly different way to think of proxets.
Proposition 2.1.13. The set R` :“ r0,8s can be given the structure of a closed
symmetric monoidal category.
Proof. The objects of the category R` are non-negative real numbers together
with infinity, and there is a morphism x Ñ y precisely when x ě y (note that this
is the other way round to how we definedmorphisms in r0, 1s). Addition acts as
themonoidal product and 0 is themonoidal unit. Themonoidal product is clearly
symmetric. The right adjoint to x ÞÑ x` y is given by z ÞÑ z  y “ maxtz ´ y , 0u.
This is called truncated subtraction. 
A category X enriched in R` has, for each pair of objects x and y , a number
X px , y q, which can be thought of as the distance from x to y . For x , y , z P X ,
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composition is, by the definition of morphisms in R`, the inequality
X py , zq ` X px , y q ě X px , zq, (2.6)
i.e. the familiar triangle inequality from the classical study of metric spaces; the
‘identity morphism’ for x P X is the inequality
0 ě X px , xq, (2.7)
which, since the right-hand side is always non-negative, means that X px , xq “ 0
for every x P X .
Definition 2.1.14. An R`-category X is called a generalised metric space, after
Lawvere introduced the notion in his excellent paper [37]. There are a number of
differences between such spaces and classical metric spaces:
• distances in X may be infinite;
• X may be non-symmetric, i.e. it is possible that X px , y q ‰ X py , xq;
• distinct points inX may be zero distance apart, i.e. havingX px , y q “ 0 does
not necessarily imply that x “ y .
Definition 2.1.15. If X and Y are generalised metric spaces, we define an R`-
functor f : X Ñ Y to be a map of sets such that, for x1, x2 P X ,
X px1, x2q ě Y pf px1q, f px2qq.
Such a map is called a distance non-increasing map, or a short map for short.
The category of generalised metric spaces and distance non-increasing maps
is denoted GMet.
Proposition 2.1.16. The category GMet is equivalent to the category Prox.
Proof. Any generalised metric space X gives rise to a proxet ΦX . Given such a
space X and points x , y P X , let dX px , y q denote the distance from x to y in X .
Given any b ą 1, we can then define the proximity from x to y as
px , y qΦX :“ b´dX px ,y q.
In particular, if X allows infinite distances and dX px , y q “ 8 then px , y qΦX “ 0.
Conversely, any proxet X gives rise to a generalised metric spaceΨX by defin-
ing
dΨX px , y q :“ ´ logbppx , y qX q,
where we use the convention that logb 0 “ ´8.
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If f : X Ñ Y is a distance non-increasing map between generalised metric
spaces, i.e. such that
dX px , x 1q ě dY pf pxq, f px 1qq
for all x , x 1 P X , then Φf : ΦX Ñ ΦY , defined simply as Φf pxq :“ f pxq is a
proximity map, since
px , x 1qΦX “ b´dX px ,x 1q ď b´dY pf pxq,f px 1qq “ pΦf pxq,Φf px 1qqΦY ,
soΦ : GMetÑ Prox is a functor. We can show that Ψ : ProxÑ GMet is a functor
in the same way and it is clear thatΦ ˝ Ψ “ idProx and Ψ ˝ Φ “ idGMet, soΦ and
Ψ constitute an equivalence (in fact an isomorphism) of categories. 
Since proxets are simply r0, 1s-categories, the following definitions can be
arrived at by specialising the general definitions for enriched categories.
Definition 2.1.17. Let X be a proxet. A subproxet of X is a sub-r0, 1s-category of
X , i.e. a proxet whose underlying set is a subsetY Ă X , with proximities given by
px , y qY :“ px , y qX
for all x , y P Y .
Definition 2.1.18. Let X be a proxet. The opposite proxet of X is the opposite
r0, 1s-category of X , i.e. the proxet X op whose underlying set is equal to that of X ,
but with proximities given by
px , y qX op :“ py , xqX ,
for all x , y P X .
To define products of proxets in the same way— directly from the definition
for general enriched categories—wefirst need to seewhat the categorical product
of two objects in Prox is.
Proposition 2.1.19. Let X andY be objects of Prox. The categorical product of X
andY is the proxet X ˆY whose underlying set is the set of pairs px , y qwith x P X
and y P Y , with proximities given by
ppx , y q, px 1, y 1qqX Yˆ :“ mintpx , x 1qX , py , y 1qY u,
for all x , x 1 P X and y , y 1 P Y .
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Proof. The proxet X ˆY as defined clearly has projections piX : X ˆY Ñ X and
piY : X ˆY Ñ Y , defined by piX px , y q “ x and piY px , y q “ y . These can be seen to
be proximity maps, since if x , x 1 P X and y , y 1 P Y we see
ppx , y q, px 1, y 1qqX Yˆ “ mintpx , x 1qX , py , y 1qY u
ď px , x 1qX
“ ppiX px , y q, piX px 1, y 1qqX
and, similarly,
ppx , y q, px 1, y 1qqX Yˆ “ mintpx , x 1qX , py , y 1qY u
ď py , y 1qY
“ ppiY px , y q, piY px 1, y 1qqY .
Given any other proxet Z with projections f : Z Ñ X and g : Z Ñ Y we can
define a proximity map h : Z Ñ X ˆY by hpzq “ pf pzq, g pzqq for z P Z so that
piX ˝ h “ f and piY ˝ h “ g . This is a proximity map: for all z , z 1 P Z ,
pz , z 1qZ ď pf pzq, f pz 1qqX ,
since f is a proximity map, and
pz , z 1qZ ď pg pzq, g pz 1qqY ,
since g is a proximity map, hence
pz , z 1qZ ď mintpf pzq, f pz 1qqX , pg pzq, g pz 1qqY u “ phpzq,hpz 1qqX Yˆ
and h is clearly the unique map with this property. This shows that X ˆY is the
categorical product of X andY . 
Definition 2.1.20. Let X andY be proxets. The product of X andY is the proxet
X ˆY , defined in Proposition 2.1.19
The definition of the power of a proxet, which can be thought of as the proxet
of all proximity maps between two proxets, can also be read off from the general
definition of an enriched functor category. See Section A.2 for information about
enriched functor categories and ends and coends in general. In the case of proxets
ends in r0, 1s appear as infima (see Example A.2.4), so we obtain the following
definition:
Definition 2.1.21. Let X and Y be proxets. The power proxet Y X is the proxet
whose underlying set is the set ProxpX ,Y q of proximity maps from X toY , with
proximities given by
pf , g qY X :“ inf
xPXtpf pxq, g pxqqY u,
where f , g : X Ñ Y are proximity maps.
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Let ˚ be the unique proxet with a single point. The existence of products and
powers suggests the following statement.
Proposition 2.1.22. pProx,ˆ, ˚q is a closed monoidal category.
Proof. It is clear that pProx,ˆ, ˚q is a monoidal category. To see that it is closed,
we show that there are natural correspondences of proximity maps
ProxpX ,Y q ˆ ProxpX ,Z q – ProxpX ,Y ˆ Z q. (2.8)
ProxpX ˆY ,Z q – ProxpX ,ZY q. (2.9)
In the first isomorphism, a pair of proximity maps f : X Ñ Y and g : X Ñ Z is
sent to the proximity map pf , g q : X Ñ Y ˆ Z given by pf , g qpxq “ pf pxq, g pxqq
for x P X . Conversely a proximity map h : X Ñ Y ˆ Z is sent to the pair of
proximity maps piY ˝ h : X Ñ Y and piZ ˝ h : X Ñ Z , where piY and piZ are the
projections from the productY ˆ Z .
Since f and g are proximity maps, we have
px , x 1qX ď pf pxq, f px 1qqY and px , x 1qX ď pg pxq, g px 1qqZ ,
for all x , x 1 P X . Thus,
px , x 1qX ď mintpf pxq, f px 1qqY pg pxq, g px 1qqZ u
“ ppf pxq, g pxqq, pf px 1q, g px 1qqqX Yˆ ,
so pf , g q is a proximity map. If h is a proximity map, we see that piY ˝h and piZ ˝h
are proximity maps, since compositions of proximity maps are proximity maps.
In the second isomorphism, f : X ˆY Ñ Z to the proximity map fˆ : X Ñ ZY
defined by fˆ pxqpy q “ f px , y q for x P X and y P Y . Conversely, a proximity map
F : X Ñ ZY is send to the proximity map rF : X ˆY Ñ Z defined by rF px , y q “
F pxqpy q for x P X and y P Y .
This shows that´ˆY is left adjoint to p´qY , which proves the result. 
2.1.2 Fuzzy subsets
In Proposition 2.1.12 we showed that the category r0, 1s is a closed monoidal cat-
egory. This is what allowed us to define a proxet structure on r0, 1s itself in a
natural way, as we did in Example 2.1.6. We can therefore consider r0, 1s-functors,
i.e. proximity maps, out of or into r0, 1s itself.
For a general closed monoidal category V , a V-functor P : Cop Ñ V is called
a V-presheaf (or simply a presheaf ), while a V-functor Q : C Ñ V is called a
V-copresheaf (or just a copresheaf ). See Appendix A for more details. (Note that
the terminology “copresheaf” is not entirely standard. Many authors use the
terms “covariant presheaf” or simply “functor” instead.)
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In the context of proxets, when V “ r0, 1s, this leads us to the following
definition.
Definition 2.1.23. Let X be a proxet. A lower subset of X is a proximity map
A : X op Ñ r0, 1s, i.e. a function A : X Ñ r0, 1s such that for all x , y P X
px , y qX ¨ Apy q ď Apxq. (2.10)
Anupper subset ofX is a proximitymapB : X Ñ r0, 1s, i.e. a functionB : X Ñ r0, 1s
such that for all x , y P X
Bpxq ¨ px , y qX ď Bpy q. (2.11)
It is clear fromDefinition 2.1.21 that the setsX ó “ r0, 1sX op andX ò “ `r0, 1sX ˘op of
all lower subsets of X and of all upper subsets of X form proxets with proximities
given by
pA,A1qX ó :“ infxPXtApxqzA
1pxqu,
pB ,B 1qX ò :“ infxPXtB
1pxqzBpxqu,
whenever A,A1 P X ó and B ,B 1 P X ò.
Lower subsets and upper subsets are collectively referred to as fuzzy subsets.
In some contexts, particularly whenX orY are finite sets, wemay sometimes refer
lower and upper subsets as lower and upper vectors, respectively. Lower subsets
are r0, 1s-presheaves, while upper subsets are r0, 1s-copresheaves. Fuzzy subsets
generalise the downward- and upward-closed subsets of preorders discussed in
Example A.1.15
Fuzzy subsets are useful in the study of fuzzy concept analysis as they will
represent the fuzzy concepts appearing in the fuzzy concept complex generated
by a fuzzy relation between proxets. Fuzzy relations between proxets are a specific
example of enrichedprofunctors, so beforedefining themwe take abrief excursion
to discuss profunctors in general V-categories.
2.2 Profunctors
Ordinary (unenriched) profunctors can be thought of as relations between cat-
egories. The notion of a profunctor is a generalisation of the notion of a functor.
This follows from the fact that the Yoneda embedding y : C Ñ pC “ rCop, Sets is
full and faithful. In an enriched setting, profunctors turn out to provide various
generalised notions of relations, including, as we shall see, an appropriate notion
of a fuzzy relation between proxets.
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2.2.1 Definition and examples
In the following, V is always taken to be a closed symmetric monoidal category,
unless otherwise stated.
Definition 2.2.1. LetC andD beV-categories. A profunctor fromC toD, written
F : C { D, is a V-functor F : Dop b C Ñ V .
There are differing conventions regarding the definition. There are essentially
two choices to be made: firstly, which “variable” should be contravariant and
which covariant; secondly, which order should they be written in? Taking a pro-
functor C { D to be contravariant in its codomainD and with that argument
written first is most consistent with the usual notation for hom-functors.
Note, however, that when we define fuzzy relations between proxets as r0, 1s-
profunctors we will use a slightly different convention, in order to be more con-
sistent with [47].
Lawvere [37] gives an alternative definition in terms of “actions”:
Definition 2.2.2 (Alternative definition). Let C andD be V-categories. A pro-
functor F : C { D consists of a family of objects F pD ,C q in V , indexed by the
objects ofD and C, together with morphisms
λ : DpD 1,Dq b F pD ,C q Ñ F pD 1,C q
ρ : F pD ,C q b CpC ,C 1q Ñ F pD ,C 1q
that behave as actions in the sense that the obvious associativity and unitality
axioms (including mixed associativity) hold.
Remark. The two definitions given are equivalent. To see this, recall that V-
functoriality for F : Dop b C Ñ V yields morphisms
DpD 1,Dq b CpC ,C 1q Ñ rF pD ,C q, F pD 1,C 1qs
for allC ,C 1 P C andD ,D 1 P D. The actions λ and ρ are the adjuncts, under the
hom–tensor adjunction, of the composites
DpD 1,Dq pidb1C q˝r
´1
// DpD 1,Dq b CpC ,C q F // rF pD ,C q, F pD 1,C qs
CpC ,C 1q p1Dbidq˝l
´1
// DpD ,Dq b CpC ,C 1q F // rF pD ,C q, F pD ,C 1qs
Example 2.2.3. Profunctors generalise V-functors. Since the Yoneda embedding
is full and faithful, a V-functor C Ñ pD “ rDop,Vs is a generalisation of a V-
functor C Ñ D. The hom–tensor adjunction gives a natural correspondence
between V-functors F : Dop b C Ñ V and V-functors pF : C Ñ pD.
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Given any V-functor F : C Ñ D, there are two canonical ways to produce a
profunctor from F .
F˚ : C { D : pD ,C q ÞÑ DpD , FC q (2.12)
F ˚ : D { C : pC ,Dq ÞÑ DpFC ,Dq. (2.13)
The profunctor F˚ is sometimes referred to as “F considered as a profunctor” and
F ˚ is its “right adjoint profunctor” (see 2.2.12 below), for example in [6].
We now give some examples of how profunctors manifest themselves in some
of the enriched categories defined in Appendix A.
Example 2.2.4 (Hom-functors). For a V-category C, the hom-functor HomC “
Cp´,´q : Cop b C Ñ V is a profunctor from C to itself. When V is Set, HomC
sends a pair of objects X and Y to the set CpX ,Y q of morphisms X Ñ Y and
sends a pairs of morphisms f : X 1 Ñ X and g : Y Ñ Y 1 to the function g ˝ ´ ˝
f : CpX ,Y q Ñ CpX 1,Y 1qwhich maps h : X Ñ Y to g ˝ h ˝ f .
In fact, as wewill see, HomC acts as an identity under profunctor composition
and is thus the identity on C in the category V-Prof defined below. When it
clear that we are referring to this profunctor, and not to the identity V-functor
idC : C Ñ C, we will sometimes use the notation idC .
Example 2.2.5 (Bimodules). Let R and S be rings, i.e. one-object Ab-categories.
A profunctorM : R { S is an Ab-functor Sop b R Ñ Ab. This gives an Abelian
group M :“ M p˚, ˚q and a morphism Sop b R Ñ EndpM q which, under the
hom–tensor adjunction corresponds to a morphism Sop b M b R Ñ M that
sends s bm b r to s ¨m ¨ r . Functoriality says that this acts as an action:
s2 ¨ ps1 ¨m ¨ r1q ¨ r2 “ ps2s1q ¨m ¨ pr1r2q
Thus M is an R-S-bimodule (i.e. simultaneously a left R-module and a right
S-module).
Example 2.2.6 (“Categorified matrices”). Let X and Y be sets, considered as
discrete categories. A profunctor F : X { Y is a functor F : Y opˆX Ñ Set. Since
there are no non-identity arrows inY op ˆ X , this is just a function assigning to
each pair py , xq a set F py , xq. In other words, F is just a bundle of sets over the
productY ˆ X . Such an object can be thought of as a sort of “categorified matrix”
where each entry is now a set, rather than simply a number.
Example 2.2.7 (Relations). Let X andY be posets, i.e. 2-categories. A profunctor
R : X { Y is a 2-functorY opˆX Ñ 2, which assigns to each pair py , xq P Y opˆX
a “truth value” indicating whether or not x and y are related by R . Such maps
correspond to relationsR Ă Y ˆX with the following transitivity property ensured
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by functoriality: if x ď x 1 andRpy , xq is true (x isR-related to y ) then alsoRpy , x 1q,
and similarly in the other variable. In particular, if X andY are sets, i.e. posets
with trivial ordering, a profunctor X { Y is just an ordinary relation between X
andY .
The previous example allows us to think of profunctors as “relations between
V-categories” where the “truth values” of R-relatedness are objects of V . This is
particularly relevant when considering fuzzy relations as we shall see in the next
chapter.
2.2.2 The Bicategory V-Prof
As seen in Example 2.2.3, V-profunctors can be seen as generalised V-functors.
However, because the domains and codomains of profunctors F : C { D and
G : D { E do not match up (when considered as V-functors), composing them
is not as straightforward as it is for V-functors. In this subsection we will show
how composition of V-profunctors can nonetheless be defined and how this can
be used to define a bicategory of V-profunctors.
Definition 2.2.8 (Composition of profunctors). Let C,D and E be V-categories
and let F : C { D andG : D { E be profunctors. The compositeG ˝F : C { E
is defined, forC P C and E P E, via the following coend:
pG ˝ F qpE ,C q :“
ż DPD
G pE ,Dq b F pD ,C q. (2.14)
Analogously to (A.3), pG ˝ F qpE ,C q can be written as the coequaliser of the
twomorphismsž
D1,D2PD
G pE ,D1q bDpD1,D2q b F pD2,C q
//
//
ž
DPD
G pE ,Dq b F pD ,C q,
(2.15)
the top arrow being induced by the action
idb ρ : G pE ,D1q bDpD1,D2q b F pD2,C q Ñ G pE ,D1q b F pD1,C q
and the bottom arrow induced similarly by λb id. This is amany-object analogue
of the quotienting out by the equality of two actions that takes place when we
form the tensor product of bimodules, as we describe in more detail below. See
also [51].
Example2.2.9 (Tensor product of bimodules). Consider anR-S-bimoduleM and
an S-T -bimoduleN over S . We form the tensor productM bS N by quotienting
outM b N by the equivalence relation generated by pm ¨ sq b n „ m b ps ¨ nq.
This is the one object specialisation of the vastly more general definition 2.2.8.
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Example 2.2.10. If X , Y and Z are posets and R : X { Y and S : Y { Z are
relations, the composite S ˝ R corresponds to the subset
tpz , xq P Z ˆ X | Dy P Y such that Rpy , xq ^ Spz , y qu ,
which agrees with the usual definition of composition of relations.
We refer to [33] for a proof of the following important result
Proposition 2.2.11. V-categories, enriched profunctors and natural transforma-
tions form a bicategory V-Prof.
As in any 2-category, we can now talk about adjunctions in V-Prof.
Definition 2.2.12. Let C andD beV-categories and letP : C { D andQ : D {
C be profunctors. We say that P is left adjoint toQ (and, conversely, thatQ is
right adjoint to P ) if there are natural transformations η : idC ñ Q ˝ P and
ε : P ˝Q ñ idD . We writeP % Q , as for an any adjunction. Here,Q ˝P andP ˝Q
are, of course, composites as defined in 2.2.8 and idC and idD are the identity
profunctors.
2.2.3 Fuzzy relations between proxets
Fuzzy relations between proxets can now be defined as r0, 1s-profunctors. The
following definition is of fundamental importance in this thesis.
Fuzzy relations, as the name suggests, provide a way of describing how data
in two proxets is related in a looser way than that of Formal Concept Analysis
as described in the introduction, since they essentially allow for two objects to
be only partially related. In this setting, instead of a concept lattice arising from
a relation between sets we study a certain proxet arising from a fuzzy relation
between proxets which we call the nucleus, which is a specific example of the
generalised Isbell completion of a profunctor, to be defined in the next section.
We will later show that for a fuzzy relation between finite discrete proxets (i.e.
ordinary sets) the nucleus can be given the structure of a cell complex.
Definition 2.2.13. Let X andY be proxets. A fuzzy relation (or proximity relation)
M : X { Y between X andY is a r0, 1s-profunctor from X toY . In other words, a
fuzzy relationM : X { Y is a proximity mapM : X op ˆY Ñ r0, 1s, i.e. a function
M : X ˆY Ñ r0, 1s such that for all x , x 1 P X , y , y 1 P Y
px 1, xqX ¨M px , y q ¨ py , y 1qY ď M px 1, y 1q,
whereM px , y q denotes the image of px , y q underM .
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As stated below Definition 2.2.1, note that we are using a slightly different
convention to that given for general V-profunctors in order to bemore consistent
with [47]. Using a different convention doesn’t change any important properties
of profunctors.
Proximity relations canbecomposed in the followingway, followingDefinition
2.2.8 (and noting the change in convention).
Definition 2.2.14. Let X ,Y , and Z be proxets and letM : X { Y and N : Y {
Z be proximity relations. The composite ofM and N is the proximity relation
N ˝M : X { Z defined by
pN ˝M qpx , zq :“ sup
yPY
tM px , y q ¨ N py , zqu,
for x P X and z P Z .
More information about fuzzy relations can be found in [47], in which they are
referred to as “proximity matrices”. For example, Pavlovic defines the notions of
the “dual” of a proximity matrix and a “connection” between proximity matrices
and shows that every proximity matrix forms a connection with its dual.
2.3 The Isbell completion
The Isbell completion of a V-category C simultaneously generalises two superfi-
cially non-categorical constructions, namely the Dedekind–MacNeille comple-
tion of a poset and the tight span of a metric space. We will describe each of these
in detail before introducing the general definition of the Isbell completion of a
V-category and showing that this reduces to themotivating examples in the cases
where V is 2 or R`, respectively.
Example 2.3.1 (Dedekind–MacNeille completion of a poset). Let pX ,ďq be a
poset. Recall that a subset D Ď X is called downward-closed or descending if,
whenever x P X and x 1 ď x , then x 1 P X and similarly, a subsetU Ď X is called
upward-closed or ascending if, whenever x P X and x ď x 1, then x 1 P X .
Given a downward-closed subset D Ď X , we can form an upward-closed
subset
Du :“  x P X | x 1 ď x for all x 1 P D( ;
conversely, given an upward-closed subsetU Ď X , we can form a downward-
closed subset
U d :“  x P X | x ď x 1 for all x 1 P U ( .
Note that, by definition,D Ď pDuqd andU Ď pU dqu .
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TheDedekind–MacNeille completion of X , written DMpX q, is defined to be
the set of downward-closed subsetsD Ď X such thatD “ pDuqd ; equivalently,
DMpX q is the set of upward-closed subsetsU Ď X such thatU “ pU dqu . An
alternative, but equivalent, definition is
DMpX q :“  pD ,U q | Du “ U andD “ U d( .
This set has a natural ordering given by setting pD1,U1q ď pD2,U2q if and only if
D1 Ď D2 (or, equivalently, ifU1 Ě U2).
As an example, let X be the setQ of rational numbers with the usual order-
ing. For each real number x P R there is a downward-closed subset Dx :“
tx 1 P R | x 1 ď xu and every downward-closed subset is of this form. It is straight-
forward to check that pDux qd “ Dx , so we have a bijection DMpQq – R. Moreover,
this is an order-isomorphism: x ď y if and only if pDx ,Dux q ď pDy ,Duy q for all
x , y P R. This example is known as the completion ofQ by Dedekind cuts. Fur-
thermore, there is a full and faithful embeddingQ ãÑ DMpQq given by sending
each x P Q to the downward-closed subsetDx as defined above.
Note that not every downward-closed subset D Ă X satisfies pDuqd “ D .
For example, if X is the real line and D “ tx P R | x ă 0u, then we find that
pDuqd “ tx P R | x ď 0u, which is a proper superset ofD .
Example 2.3.2 (Tight span of a metric space). Let X be a generalised metric
space, i.e. a category enriched in R` as defined in Definition 2.1.14. A presheaf on
X is an enriched functor f : X op Ñ R`, i.e. a function f : X Ñ r0,8s satisfying
X px1, x2q ě f px1q ´ f px2q
for all x1, x2 P X . Write LpX q for the space of all such functions, with distances
given by the sup metric. It follows that f pxq ě supx 1PX pf px 1q ´ X px 1, xqq for
all x P X for each f P LpX q. This is in fact an equality, since the supremum is
attained when x 1 “ x .
On the other hand, given such a function f we can define
lpf qpxq :“ sup
x 1PX
pX px 1, xq ´ f px 1qq.
The function lpf q satisfies
lpf qpx2q ´ lpf qpx1q “ sup
x 1PX
pX px 1, x2q ´ f px 1qq ´ sup
x 1PX
pX px 1, x1q ´ f px 1qq
ď sup
x 1PX
pX px 1, x2q ´ f px 1q ´ X px 1, x1q ` f px 1qq
ď sup
x 1PX
pX px 1, x2q ´ X px 1, x1qq
ď sup
x 1PX
pX px1, x2qq
ď X px1, x2q,
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and is thus a copresheaf. Define the tight span of X to be the subspace of LpX q
consisting of those functions for which this is an equality, i.e. for which
f pxq “ sup
x 1PX
pX px 1, xq ´ f px 1qq.
In [60], Willerton has shown that Isbell completions of generalised metric
spaces are complete if and only if they admit a certain type of “semi-tropical”
module structure.
We now turn to the general case. Let V be a symmetric monoidal closed
category and let C be a V-category. There is a V-adjunction between the V-
category of presheaves on C and the opposite of the V-category of copresheaves
on C
rCop,Vs
L
K
// rC,Vsop
R
oo
where the V-functors L and R are given by
LpP q : C ÞÑ rCop,VspP ,Cp´,C qq
RpQ q : C ÞÑ rC,VspQ ,CpC ,´qq
This is known as the Isbell adjunction. The Isbell completion of C, denoted
I pCq, is defined to be the full sub-V-category of rCop,Vs consisting of those pre-
sheaves that are Isbell self-dual, i.e. those presheaves for which the unit of the
Isbell adjunction is an isomorphism:
Ob I pCq :“ tP : Cop Ñ V | ηP : 1Ñ rCop,VspP ,RLpP qq is an isou .
Another way of saying this is to say that I pCq consists of the fixed points of the
monad RL induced by the adjunction. Equivalently, I pCq can be defined as the
fixed points of the induced comonad LR . Fullness simply means that the hom-
object for two presheaves in the Isbell completion is the same as the hom-object
when these presheaves are interpreted as objects of rCop,Vs.
There is also a third way to describe the Isbell completion. Define the ob-
jects of a V-category DualpL ,Rq to be quadruples pP ,Q , α, βq, with P : Cop Ñ V ,
Q : C Ñ V , α : 1 ñ rCop,VspP ,RQ q, β : 1 ñ rC,VspLP ,Q q such that α and β
are isomorphisms and are mutually adjoint under the adjunction L % R . In the
case when V “ Set, the hom-objects are pairs of morphisms pf , g q such that the
squares
P
f //
α

P 1
α1

RQ
Rg
// RQ 1
LP
Lf //
β

LP 1
β1

Q g
// Q 1
(2.16)
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commute. In the enriched case, this can be written as an equaliser.
Given an object pP ,Q , α, βq in DualpL,Rq, one finds that P is an object of
FixpRLq. Conversely, each P in FixpRLq corresponds to the tuple pP , LP , ηP , idLP q
in DualpL ,Rq.
Any profunctor between V-categories gives rise to a V-category which gener-
alises the Isbell completion.
Definition 2.3.3. Let V be a complete and cocomplete monoidal category and
let C andD be V-categories. LetM : C { D be a V-profunctor. The generalised
Isbell completion is the sub-V-category NucM Ă rCop,Vs ˆ rD,Vsop consisting
of the objects
tpP ,Q , α, βq | α : P – M˚Q , β : M ˚P – Q , α and β natural, mutually adjointu ,
whereM ˚ % M˚ are defined as follows:
M ˚P pDq “
ż
CPC
VpP pC q,M pC ,Dqq,
M˚Q pC q “
ż
DPD
VpQ pDq,M pC ,Dqq.
In the next chapter we will study a special case of the generalised Isbell com-
pletion for a profunctor, namely the nucleus of a fuzzy relation between proxets.
Since proxets can be thought of r0, 1s-categories and fuzzy relations as r0, 1s-pro-
functors, the nucleus of a fuzzy relation between proxets will turn out to be a
sub-r0, 1s-category, i.e. a subproxet, of X ó ˆY ò.
The nucleus of a fuzzy relation between proxets can be thought of as a gener-
alisation of the concept lattice generated by a relation between sets, as described
in the introduction. Elements of the nucleus can be thought of as fuzzy concepts.
In Chapter 4 we will show that for a fuzzy relation between finite discrete proxets
(i.e. ordinary finite sets) the nucleus actually has the structure of a cell complex
and these concepts can be classified in ways which are not found in classical
concept analysis.
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Chapter 3
The nucleus of a fuzzy relation
In the previous chapter we introduced proxets, upper and lower subsets, and
fuzzy relations. These ideas were introduced in [47] and are specific examples of
enriched categories. In this chapter we move on to define the nucleus of a fuzzy
relation, focusing particularly on fuzzy relations between finite sets.
After introducing some of the theory of idempotent semirings and their se-
mimodules, following Cohen et al. [9], we show that the nucleus of a fuzzy relation
M is in bijection with certain sets, denoted FixópM q and FixòpM q, that can be
regarded as submodules of a complete idempotent semimodule over r0, 1s and
study the structure of these submodules. Because of their smaller dimensions,
these submodules are easier to deal with than the nucleus.
Much of what is done in this chapter can be done in considerably more gen-
erality. See, for example, [52, 55–58]. We restrict our attention to fuzzy relations
between finite sets as it is in this case that we can adapt ideas and results from
tropical geometry over the idempotent semiring T “ pRY t8u, min,`q to show
that the sets FixópM q and FixòpM q can be naturally given the structure of a cell
complex in addition to their structure as proxets and r0, 1s-semimodules aswewill
do in the next chapter. While nucleus-like structures have been studied in various
contexts — as proxets, as more general enriched categories, as semimodules —
this restricted definition allows us to study several structures at once.
3.1 Basic definitions
Recall from Definition 2.1.23 that X ó is the proxet of lower subsets of X andY ò is
the proxet of upper subsets ofY , i.e.
X ó “ tA : X Ñ r0, 1s | px , x 1qX ¨ Apx 1q ď Apxq @x , x 1 P X u,
Y ò “ tB : Y Ñ r0, 1s | Bpy q ¨ py , y 1qY ď Bpy 1q @y , y 1 P Y u.
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Definition 3.1.1. Let X andY be proxets and letM : X { Y be a fuzzy relation.
Then the proximity maps
M ˚ : X ó Ñ Y ò and M˚ : Y ò Ñ X ó
are defined by setting, for A P X ó and B P Y ò,
pM ˚Aqpy q “ inf
xPX tApxqzM px , y qu , (3.1)
pM˚Bqpxq “ inf
yPY tBpy qzM px , y qu . (3.2)
When it is clear which proximity relationM we are using, we will sometimes use
the shorthand notation AÒ and BÓ to indicate the upper and lower subsetsM ˚A
andM˚B , respectively.
Proposition 3.1.2. GivenM : X { Y as above, the proximity mapsM ˚ andM˚
form an adjunctionM ˚ % M˚, in the sense that
pM ˚A,BqY ò “ pA,M˚BqX ó , (3.3)
whenever A P X ó and B P Y ò.
Proof. Let A P X ó and B P Y ò. Then we can simply compute
pM ˚A,BqY ò “ infyPY tBpy qzpM
˚Aqpy qu (by definition of proximities inY ò)
“ inf
yPY
!
Bpy qz inf
xPX tApxqzM px , y qu
)
(by definition ofM ˚A)
“ inf
xPX infyPY tBpy qzpApxqzM px , y qqu
“ inf
xPX infyPY tpApxq ¨ Bpy qqzM px , y qu (by (2.5))
“ inf
xPX infyPY tApxqzpBpy qzM px , y qqu (by (2.5) again)
“ inf
xPX
"
Apxqz inf
yPY tBpy qzM px , y qu
*
“ inf
xPX tApxqzpM˚Bqpxqu (by definition ofM˚B)
“ pA,M˚BqX ó . 
The above results hold for all proxets X andY . However, in order to prove
the main results of the next section wemust restrict our attention to extensional
proxets (cf. Definition 2.1.2)
Lemma3.1.3. LetX andY be extensional proxets and let f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ X
be proximity maps such that f is left adjoint to g , in the sense of Proposition 3.1.2,
i.e. such that pf pxq, y qY “ px , f py qqX for all x P X and y P Y . Then
f g f “ f and g f g “ g .
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Proof. We prove only the first equation in the first statement as the second is
entirely analogous. For y P Y it follows from the fact that pg py q, g py qqX “ 1 that
pf g py q, y qY “ 1, via the adjunction. So, in particular, when y “ f pxq for some
x P X we have
pf g f pxq, f pxqqY “ 1.
Similarly, for each x P X it follows from the fact that pf pxq, f pxqqY “ 1 that
px , g f pxqqX “ 1. By applying the proximity map f : X Ñ Y we see that
pf pxq, f g f pxqqY “ 1.
SinceY was assumed to be extensional, it follows that f pxq “ f g f pxq for each
x P X and hence f “ f g f . 
Proposition 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.3 immediately give the following result.
Corollary 3.1.4. Let X and Y be extensional proxets. Given any fuzzy relation
M : X { Y , the proximity mapsM ˚ andM˚ satisfy
M ˚M˚M ˚ “ M ˚ and M˚M ˚M˚ “ M˚. (3.4)
Definition 3.1.5. Let X andY be extensional proxets and letM : X { Y be a
fuzzy relation between X andY . Define the following subproxets of X ó andY ò,
respectively:
FixópM q “  A P X ó | M˚M ˚A “ A( Ď X ó, (3.5)
FixòpM q “  B P Y ò | M ˚M˚B “ B( Ď Y ò. (3.6)
Proposition 3.1.6. Let X andY be extensional proxets and letM : X { Y be a
fuzzy relation between X andY . Then
FixópM q “ imM˚ and FixòpM q “ imM ˚.
Proof. Let A P FixópM q. Then A “ M˚M ˚A, so clearly A P imM˚. Conversely,
suppose A P imM˚, i.e. A “ M˚B for some B P Y ò. Then
M˚M ˚A “ M˚M ˚M˚B “ M˚B “ A,
by Lemma 3.1.3. Hence A P FixópM q.
The second statement is proved in the same way. 
The following definition is very important.
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Definition 3.1.7. Let X andY be extensional proxets and letM : X { Y be a
fuzzy relation between X andY . We define the nucleus of M to be the proxet
whose underlying set is
NucpM q “  pA,Bq P X ó ˆY ò | M ˚A “ B ,A “ M˚B( , (3.7)
with proximities given by
ppA,Bq, pA1,B 1qqNucpM q “ pA,A1qX ó “ pB ,B 1qY ò ,
where the last equality follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.2.
The nucleus of a fuzzy relationM : X { Y between proxets is the general-
ised Isbell completion ofM regarded as a r0, 1s-profunctor. In this sense it is a
generalisation of the Dedekind–MacNeille completion of a poset.
Proposition 3.1.8. There are isomorphisms of proxets
NucpM q – FixópM q – FixòpM q.
Proof. Let pA,Bq P NucpM q. Then it is immediate that A P FixópM q and B P
FixòpM q. Conversely, given A P FixópM q, we find that pA,AÒq P NucpM q and,
similarly, given B P FixòpM q, we find that pBÓ,Bq P NucpM q. Moreover, by
Definition 3.1.7, the maps pA,Bq ÞÑ A, pA,Bq ÞÑ B , A ÞÑ pA,AÒq, and B ÞÑ pBÓ,Bq
are all easily seen to be proximity maps, giving the desired result. 
3.1.1 Nuclei of finite discrete proxets
In this section we restrict our attention to fuzzy relations between finite discrete
proxets, i.e. ordinary finite sets. See Definitions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. Since the prox-
imities of elements in a discrete proxet are only non-zero for identical elements,
such proxets are automatically extensional. Under this assumption we are able to
provide a geometric description of the sets FixòpM q, FixópM q, and NucpM q for a
fuzzy relationM : X { Y .
LetX “ tx1, . . . , xr u andY “ ty1, . . . , ynu be finite sets considered as discrete
proxets. Since non-equal elements in a discrete proxet must have zero proximity,
it is clear that upper and lower subsets of such a proxet can both be represented
simply as tuples, since the conditions of equations (2.10) and (2.11) hold vacuously.
Nonetheless, it will be helpful to distinguish between lower and upper subsets
in our notation. Lower subsets of X will be represented by column vectors
v “
¨˚
˚˝˚v1v2
...
vr
‹˛‹‹‚,
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while upper subsets ofY will be represented by row vectors
w “
´
w1 w2 ¨ ¨ ¨ wn
¯
,
where all entries are in r0, 1s.
That is, for finite discrete proxets X andY with |X | “ r and |Y | “ n we have:
X ó “ r0, 1sr ,1, (3.8)
Y ò “ r0, 1s1,n . (3.9)
A fuzzy relationM : X { Y can be written as an pr ˆ nq-matrix
M “
¨˚
˝m11 ¨ ¨ ¨ m1n... . . . ...
mr 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ mrn
‹˛‚,
all of whose entries are in r0, 1s.
The proximity morphismsM ˚ : X ó Ñ Y ò andM˚ : Y ò Ñ X ó reduce in this
context to the definitions
M ˚pv qj “ min1ďiďrtvizmi j u P r0, 1s
n , (3.10)
M˚pwqi “ min1ďjďntw j zmi j u P r0, 1s
r , (3.11)
where v P r0, 1sr andw P r0, 1sn .
Conversely, any matrix in r0, 1sr ,n can be regarded as a fuzzy relation between
finite sets. Given such a matrixM , the underlying sets of the proxets FixópM q
and FixòpM qwill be subsets of r0, 1sr and r0, 1sn , respectively. We will show that
ColpM q Ď FixópM q Ď r0, 1sr and RowpM q Ď FixòpM q Ď r0, 1sn . The nucleus,
NucpM q, is naturally a subset of r0, 1sr ˆ r0, 1sn .
Lemma 3.1.9. Let X andY be finite discrete proxets with |X | “ r and |Y | “ n and
letM : X { Y be a fuzzy relation. The nucleus ofM is given by
NucpM q “
$&%pv ,wq P r0, 1sr ,1 ˆ r0, 1s1,n
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ @i pvi “ min1ďjďn
 
w j zmi j
(q
@j pw j “ min1ďiďr
 
vizmi j
(q
,.- . (3.12)
Proof. By Definition 3.1.1, v “ M˚pwq if and only if vi “ min1ďjďntw j zmi j u for
all i P rr s. Similarly, w “ M ˚pv q if and only if w j “ min1ďiďr tvizmi j u for all
j P rns. The result follows by consideration of Definition 3.1.7. 
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3.2 Complete idempotent semirings and semimodules
In [9], Cohen et al. consider semimodules over complete idempotent semirings.
We show that r0, 1s can be given the structure of a complete idempotent semiring
and that the spaces r0, 1sr and r0, 1sn can be considered as complete semimodules
over the semiring r0, 1s and that for a given fuzzy relationM between finite sets,
the sets FixópM q and FixòpM q can be considered as (finitely-generated) sub-semi-
modules of these semimodules.
First, for convenience we given some fundamental definitions here. The
interested reader should consult [9] for further details about idempotent semi-
modules.
Definition 3.2.1. A semiring R “ pR ,‘,d, 0, 1q is a set R equipped with two
binary operations‘ : R ˆ R Ñ R (called addition) andd : R ˆ R Ñ R (called
multiplication) such that:
1. pR ,‘, 0q is a commutative monoid, i.e.
a ‘ pb ‘ cq “ pa ‘ bq ‘ c ,
a ‘ 0 “ a ,
a ‘ b “ b ‘ a ,
for all a ,b , c P R and 0 P R is called the additive identity for R ;
2. pR ,d, 1q is a monoid, i.e.
a d pb d cq “ pa d bq d c ,
a d 1 “ a ,
1d a “ a ,
for all a ,b , c P R and 1 P R is called themultiplicative identity for R ;
3. multiplication distributes over addition on both sides, i.e.
a d pb ‘ cq “ a d b ‘ a d c ,
pa ‘ bq d c “ a d c ‘ b d c ,
for all a ,b , c P R ;
4. multiplication by 0 annihilates elements of R , i.e.
a d 0 “ 0d a “ 0, (3.13)
for all a P R .
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Note that although condition in (3.13) is automatically true for rings, it does
not follow from the other semiring axioms, so it is necessary to include it in the
definition.
Homomorphisms of semirings are defined in the obvious way.
Definition 3.2.2. A homomorphism of semirings f : R Ñ S is a function that is
simultaneously a monoid homomorphism from pR ,‘R , 0Rq to pS ,‘S , 0Sq and a
monoid homomorphism from pR ,dR , 1Rq to pS ,dS , 1Sq, i.e.
f pa ‘R bq “ f paq ‘S f pbq, (3.14)
f pa dR bq “ f paq dS f pbq, (3.15)
f p0Rq “ 0S , (3.16)
f p1Rq “ 1S , (3.17)
for all a ,b P R .
We are primarily interested in semirings with the following additional proper-
ties. We follow the presentation of Cohen et al. [9] fairly closely, although we work
in less generality and omit some details.
Definition 3.2.3. A semiring pR ,‘,dq is commutative if pR ,dq is a commutative
monoid, i.e. if a d b “ b d a for all a ,b P R .
Definition 3.2.4. A semiring pR ,‘,dq is idempotent if a ‘ a “ a for all a P R .
Recall that an ordered set X is said to be complete if any subsetY Ď X has
a supremum supY P X . Note that the existence of suprema guarantees the
existence of infima, since for any subsetY Ď X , we have
infY “ suptx P X | x ď y @y P Y u. (3.18)
Any idempotent commutative monoid pX ,‘, 0q— in particular, any idem-
potent semiring—canbegivenanatural order, bydefiningx ď y ðñ x‘y “ y
for x , y P X . With respect to this order x ‘ y “ suptx , yu for all x , y P X and
0 P X is the bottom element.
This allows us to make the following definition.
Definition 3.2.5. A semiring R “ pR ,‘,dq is complete if it is complete with
respect to the natural order on R (i.e. if each subset S Ď R has a supremum
supS P R) and for all S Ď R and b P R we have
supta d b | b P Su “ a d psupSq.
Ourprimary example of a complete commutative idempotent semiringwill be
r0, 1s together with the operations of taking maxima and ordinary multiplication.
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Proposition 3.2.6. The set r0, 1s, together with the operations
a ‘ b “ max ta ,bu and a d b “ a ¨ b , (3.19)
for a ,b P r0, 1s, is a complete commutative idempotent semiring with additive and
multiplicative identities given by 0 and 1, respectively.
Proof. The axioms for a semiring can be easily checked. Let a ,b , c P r0, 1s.
1. It is clear that maxta , maxtb , cuu “ maxtmaxta ,bu, cu, that maxta , 0u “
a and that maxta ,bu “ maxtb , au, so pr0, 1s, max, 0q is a commutative
monoid.
2. That pr0, 1s, ¨, 1q is a monoid follows immediately from the associativity and
unitality of ordinary multiplication of real numbers.
3. To demonstrate distributivity ofd over‘, we check
a d pb ‘ cq “ a ¨max tb , cu
“ max ta ¨ b , a ¨ cu (since a ě 0)
“ pa d bq ‘ pa d cq
and
pa ‘ bq ‘ c “ max ta ,bu ¨ c
“ max ta ¨ c ,b ¨ cu (since c ě 0)
“ pa d cq ‘ pb d cq
4. Finally, a ¨ 0 “ 0 ¨ a “ 0, so the annihilation property is satisfied.
The additive identity is 0, since max ta , 0u “ a for all a P r0, 1s, while the multi-
plicative identity is 1. Since a ¨ b “ b ¨ a andmaxta , au “ a for all real numbers
a ,b it is clear that r0, 1s is commutative and idempotent.
The natural order on r0, 1s given by a ď b ðñ maxta ,bu “ b is simply
the standard order on R. As a closed bounded subset of R, r0, 1s is complete
with respect to this order and for all S Ď r0, 1s and a P r0, 1s we clearly have
supta ¨ b | b P Su “ a ¨ psupSq. 
Note that r0, 1s is only a semiring and not a ring, since given a P r0, 1s there
does not, in general, exist any b P r0, 1s for which max ta ,bu “ 0, unless a “ 0.
Nor is r0, 1s a semifield, since unless a “ 1 there is no b P r0, 1swith a ¨ b “ 1.
The semiring structure defined above is not the only complete commutative
idempotent semiring structure that can be defined on r0, 1s. Alternatively we
could take, for example, a ‘ b “ min ta ,bu and a d b “ a ¨ b .
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Definition 3.2.7. Let R be a commutative idempotent semiring. An R-semi-
module is a commutative monoid X “ pX ,‘X , 0X q equipped with an action
R ˆ X Ñ X , where the image of pa , xq P R ˆ X is written a ¨ x , such that:
pa d bq ¨ x “ a ¨ pb ¨ xq, (3.20)
a ¨ px ‘ y q “ pa ¨ xq ‘ pa ¨ y q, (3.21)
pa ‘ bq ¨ x “ pa ¨ xq ‘ pb ¨ xq, (3.22)
0R ¨ x “ 0X , (3.23)
1R ¨ x “ x , (3.24)
for all a ,b P R and x , y P X .
Definition 3.2.8. An R-semimodule pX ,‘X , 0X q is idempotent if the monoid
operation‘X is idempotent, i.e. if for all x , y P X we have x ‘X x “ x .
When R is a non-commutative semiring, one must define left R-semimodules
and right R-semimodules separately. An R-bisemimodule is then a set equipped
with both a left R-semimodule structure and a right R-semimodule structure,
such that the left and right actions commute. However, since the particular semi-
ring that we will be principally dealing with happens to be commutative, left and
right semimodules coincide, i.e. all our semimodules are bisemimodules.
The following two observations are straightforward.
Lemma 3.2.9. If R is a commutative idempotent semiring and X is an R-semi-
module, then X is idempotent.
Proof. Let x P X . Then, since R is idempotent,
x “ 1R ¨ x “ p1R ‘ 1Rq ¨ x “ p1R ¨ xq ‘ p1R ¨ xq “ x ‘ x . 
Lemma 3.2.10. If R is a commutative semiring and X is an R-semimodule, then
a ¨ 0X “ 0X for all a P R .
Proof. Let a P R and x P X . Then
a ¨ 0X “ a ¨ p0R d xq “ pa d 0Rq ¨ x “ 0R ¨ x “ 0X . 
Definition 3.2.11. If R is a complete commutative idempotent semiring, an R-
semimodule X is said to be complete if it is complete with respect to the natural
order (i.e. if each subsetY Ď X has a supremum supY P X ) and if whenever
a P R , x P X , S Ď R ,Y Ď X , we have
supta ¨ y | y P Y u “ a ¨ psupY q, (3.25)
supta ¨ x | a P Su “ psupSq ¨ x . (3.26)
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Definition 3.2.12. Let R be a complete commutative idempotent semiring, and
let X be an R-semimodule. A submonoidY Ď X is an R-subsemimodule of X if
a ¨ y P Y for all a P R and y P Y .
For brevity, we also refer to R-subsemimodules as R-submodules.
Definition 3.2.13. LetR be a commutative complete idempotent semiring. A free
complete R-semimodule is of the form R I for some set I : the elements of R I are
functions f : I Ñ R , with addition and action defined pointwise as pf ‘ g qpiq :“
f piq ‘ g piq and pa ¨ f qpiq :“ a ¨ f piq for all f , g P R I , a P R , and i P I .
If I is a finite set, say I “ rr s for some r P N, we use the notation Rr for R I
and write elements of Rr as vectors v “ pv1, . . . ,vr q, where vi “ v piq.
Example 3.2.14. Consider the complete commutative idempotent semiring r0, 1s
“ pr0, 1s, max, ¨q. Let r P N. The set r0, 1sr can be given the structure of a free
complete r0, 1s-semimodule, with
pv ‘ v 1qi “ max
 
vi ,v 1i
(
, (3.27)
and
pλ ¨ v qi “ λ ¨ vi . (3.28)
for all v ,v 1 P r0, 1sr and λ P r0, 1s. Note that the natural order on r0, 1sr is defined
as v ď v 1 ðñ maxtv ,v 1u “ v 1, so v ď v 1 if and only if vi ď v 1i for all i P rr s.
Thus r0, 1sr is only partially ordered; v and v 1 will not necessarily be comparable.
The following definition will ultimately allow us to think of the spaces r0, 1sr ,1
and r0, 1s1,n as complete idempotent r0, 1s-semimodules in the appropriate way.
Definition 3.2.15. Amap f : X Ñ Y between ordered sets is residuated if there
exists a map g : Y Ñ X such that
f pxq ď y if and only if x ď g py q, (3.29)
for all x P X and y P Y . The map g is called the residuation of f .
For more information on residuation theory, see [7, 25].
If R is a complete commutative idempotent semiring, the residuation of the
map b ÞÑ a d b (multiplication by a) is the map c ÞÑ c m a , where
c m a :“ suptb P R | a d b ď cu, (3.30)
which is guaranteed to exist, since R is complete. Therefore, by definition,
a d b ď c if and only if b ď c m a (3.31)
for all a ,b , c P R .
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Example 3.2.16. WhenR “ pr0, 1s, max, ¨q, this operation is simply the truncated
division operated defined earlier in (2.2), since for a ,b P r0, 1s:
c m a “ suptb P r0, 1s | a ¨ b ď cu
“
#
sup
 
b P r0, 1s | b ď ca
(
if a ‰ 0,
1 if a “ 0,
“
#
c
a if a ą c ,
1 otherwise,
“ azc .
This definition can also be extended to complete idempotent semimodules.
If R is a complete commutative idempotent semiring and X is a complete idem-
potent R-semimodule we can define for a P R and x P X :
x m a :“ supty P X | a ¨ y ď xu. (3.32)
Thus, by definition,
a ¨ y ď x if and only if y ď x m a . (3.33)
Some useful properties follow from (3.33).
Lemma 3.2.17. Let R be a complete commutative idempotent semiring and let X
be a complete idempotent R-semimodule. Let a ,b P R , x P X . Then
a ¨ px m aq ď x , (3.34)
pa ¨ xq m a ě x , (3.35)
px m aq m b “ x m pa d bq “ px m bq m a . (3.36)
Proof. Equations (3.34) and (3.35) are immediate from (3.33). To prove the first
equation in (3.36), let a ,b P R , x P X . Then
x m pa d bq ď px m aq m b ðñ b ¨ px m pa d bqq ď x m a (by (3.33))
ðñ a ¨ pb ¨ px m pa d bqqq ď x
ðñ pa d bq ¨ px m pa d bqq ď x (by (3.20))
ðñ x m pa d bq ď x m pa d bq,
but the last statement is a tautology. Similarly,
px m aq m b ď x m pa d bq ðñ pa d bq ¨ ppx m aq m bq ď x (by (3.33))
ðñ a ¨ pb ¨ ppx m aq m bqq ď x (by (3.20))
ðñ b ¨ ppx m aq m bq ď x m a
ðñ px m aq m b ď px m aq m b ,
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where, again, the last statement is a tautology. Hence px m aq m b “ x m pa d bq.
The second equation in (3.36) is proved in exactly the same way. 
Example 3.2.18. When R is the complete idempotent semiring pr0, 1s, max, ¨q
and X is the complete free idempotent semimodule r0, 1sr we have
v m λ “ λzv “ suptw P r0, 1sr | λ ¨w ď vu,
where v P r0, 1sr and λ P r0, 1s.
Recall that the natural order on r0, 1sr is defined so that v ď v 1 if and only if
maxtv ,v 1u “ v 1, i.e. v ď v 1 if and only if vi ď v 1i for all i P rr s. This means that
λzv is such that for each i P rr swe have pλzv qi “ suptwi P r0, 1s | λ ¨wi ď viu.
That is, λzv P r0, 1sr has coordinates λzvi for each i P rr s.
Given any ordered setX , one can consider the setX op with the same elements
as X but the opposite order, i.e. x ďop y in X op if and only if y ď x , for all x , y P X .
If pX ,‘, 0X q is amonoid then pX op,‘, 0X opq is amonoid, where x‘y “ mintx , yu
(with respect to X ) and 0X op is the top element of X op.
Definition 3.2.19. Let R be a complete commutative idempotent semiring and
let X be a complete R-semimodule. The opposite semimodule of X is the R-
semimodule X op with the same underlying set but with addition
x ‘ y “ mintx , yu, (3.37)
where min is with respect to the natural orderď on X (not ďop), and with action
a d x “ x m a , (3.38)
for x , y P X and a P R .
It is straightforward to check that X op really is a semimodule. Crucially, it
follows from (3.36) that for all x P X op and a ,b P r0, 1s
pa d bqd x “ a d pb d xq.
For x , y P X op and a ,b P r0, 1swe can apply (3.32) to see
a d px ‘ y q “ mintx , yu m a
“ suptz P X | a ¨ z ď mintx , yuu
“ mintsuptz P X | a ¨ z ď xu, suptz P X | a ¨ z ď yuu
“ mintx m a , y m au
“ pa d xq‘ pa d y q
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and, similarly,
pa ‘ bqd x “ x mmaxta ,bu
“ suptz P X | maxta ,bu ¨ z ď xu
“ mintsuptz P X | a ¨ z ď xu, suptz P X | b ¨ z ď xuu
“ mintx m a , x m bu
“ pa d xq‘ pb d xq.
Recalling that the additive and multiplicative identities for the semiring r0, 1s are
0 and 1, respectively, and remembering that the additive identity for X op is 1, we
also check that
0d x “ x m 0 “ suptz P X | 0 ¨ z ď xu “ 1
and
1d x “ x m 1 “ suptz P X | 1 ¨ z ď xu “ x
for all x P X op.
Moreover, it follows from the properties of residuation that X op is a complete
R-semimodule. See [9] for a proof.
Note that (3.37) defines addition in the opposite semimodule of a general
semimodule X in terms of the natural order on X . It is not an analogue of (3.27);
that role is filled by (3.39).
The next example is of fundamental importance to this thesis.
Example 3.2.20. When R is the complete commutative idempotent semiring
pr0, 1s, max, ¨q, the opposite semimodule of the free complete semimodule r0, 1sr
(for some r P N) is the semimodule with underlying set r0, 1sr , with addition
pv ‘ v 1qi “ mintvi ,v 1iu, (3.39)
and action
pλ d v qi “ λzvi , (3.40)
for v ,v 1 P r0, 1sr , λ P r0, 1s, and i P rr s.
Note that the vector 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q P r0, 1sr is the additive identity element in
this semimodule: v ‘ 1 “ 1‘ v “ v for all v P r0, 1sr .
This complete idempotent r0, 1s-semimodule and its submodules will be of
primary importance in later chapters. For convenience we may refer to this
semimodule as the fuzzy semimodule r0, 1sr , due to its importance of its submod-
ules FixópM q and FixòpM q for a fuzzy relationM . More often, however, when we
simply refer to “the semimodule r0, 1sr ”, we mean this semimodule.
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Note that, by (3.36),
λ d pµ d v q “ pλµqd v , (3.41)
for all λ, µ P r0, 1s and v P r0, 1sr .
For vectors v ,v 1 P r0, 1sk we refer to the vector v ‘ v 1 as the fuzzy sum of v
and v 1 and we refer to the vector λdv as the λ-scale of v . We will sometimes refer
to the operations‘ andd as the box operations.
3.3 Fuzzy spans
In this sectionwemake some observations about the structure of the semimodule
r0, 1sr with the structure defined in Example 3.2.20. This section will serve as a
prelude to the discussion of tropical polytopes in the next chapter.
Definition 3.3.1. LetV be a finite subset of r0, 1sr , where r P N. A fuzzy linear
combination of elements ofV is a vectorð
vPV
λv d v “ min
vPV tλv zvu
where λv P r0, 1s for all v P V .
Note that 0d v “ p1, . . . , 1q for any v P r0, 1sr , where p1, . . . , 1q is the identity
of the semimodule r0, 1sr defined above.
Definition 3.3.2. LetV be a finite subset of r0, 1sr , where r P N. The fuzzy span
ofV is the set of all fuzzy linear combinations of elements ofV :
span‘dpV q “
#ð
vPV
λv d v
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ λv P r0, 1s for all v P V
+
(3.42)
Fuzzy spans are r0, 1s-submodules of the r0, 1s-semimodule r0, 1sr defined in
Example 3.2.20.
Proposition 3.3.3. LetV be a finite subset of r0, 1sr , where r is a natural num-
ber. Then span‘dpV q Ă r0, 1sr is a complete r0, 1s-submodule of r0, 1sr with the
operations‘ andd.
Proof. We need to check that span‘dpV q is a submonoid of r0, 1sr and that for
all α P r0, 1s and all x P span‘dpV q we have α d x P span‘dpV q. It is clear
that span‘dpV q is a monoid. To see that it is a submonoid of r0, 1sr , consider
x , y P span‘dpV q. Writing
x “ð
vPV
λv d v , y “
ð
vPV
µv d v ,
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v1
v2
Figure 3.1: Fuzzy spans are not convex in general. The area in grey, consisting of a
closed region and a line segment, is the fuzzy span of the two green points. The
two red points are contained in the fuzzy span of the green points but the affine
line segment connecting them is not.
we see that
x ‘ y “ð
vPV
pλv ‘ µv qd v P span‘dpV q.
Similarly,
α d x “ð
vPV
pαλv qd v P span‘dpV q.
Thus span‘dpV q is a submodule of r0, 1sr .
To see that span‘dpV q is complete, note that for any subset X Ď span‘dpV q,
the point
Ð
xPX x is in span‘dpV q (if X “ H, the empty sum is interpreted as
the point 1 P r0, 1sr while if X is infinite we can interpret this sum as the point
whose i th coordinate is given by infxPX txiu for each i ). Since the natural order on
span‘dpV q (inherited from r0, 1sr ) is such that x ď y (in span‘dpV q) if and only
if xi ě yi (in the usual sense, in r0, 1s) for all i P rr s, this point is a supremum for
X . It is easy to check that the conditions in (3.25) also hold. 
It is clear that the fuzzy span of a finite set of points in r0, 1sr is not generally
convex in the ordinary (affine) sense, i.e. given a finite setV Ă r0, 1sr it is easy to
find points x , y P span‘dpV q such that the affine straight line connecting x and
y is not contained in span‘dpV q. See Figure 3.1.
Instead, we make the following definition.
Definition 3.3.4. Let V be a finite subset of r0, 1sr , where r P N. Let x , y P
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Figure 3.2: Examples of fuzzy line segments between pairs of points in r0, 1s2. In
two dimensions every fuzzy line segment is of one of these forms.
Figure 3.3: The fuzzy line segment between two points in r0, 1s3.
span‘dpV q. The fuzzy line segment between x and y is the set
rx , y s‘d “ tpλ d xq‘ y | λ P r0, 1su Y tx ‘ pµ d y q | µ P r0, 1su. (3.43)
The fuzzy line segments between some pairs of points in r0, 1s2 and r0, 1s3
are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. We will see in the next chapter that fuzzy line
segments look like projectivisations of tropical line segments. We will study λ-
scales of points, which are related to fuzzy line segments, in Chapter 4.
Definition 3.3.5. A subset X Ď r0, 1sr is fuzzy convex if it contains the fuzzy
line segment between every pair of its points, i.e. if for all x , y P X we have
rx , y s‘d Ă X . The smallest fuzzy convex set containing X is called the fuzzy
convex hull of X and is written conv‘dpX q.
It seems clear from Definition 3.3.2 that for a setV Ă r0, 1sr , the fuzzy span of
V , span‘dpV q, is fuzzy convex. Here is the proof.
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Figure 3.4: The diagram on the left shows the fuzzy convex hull of the four green
points. The diagram on the right show the fuzzy span of the same points. The
fuzzy span is a fuzzy convex set and contains the fuzzy convex hull.
Lemma 3.3.6. LetV be a finite subset of r0, 1sr for r P N. Then the fuzzy span
span‘dpV q is fuzzy convex.
Proof. Let x and y be two fuzzy linear combinations in span‘dpV q, given by
x “ð
vPV
λv d v , y “
ð
vPV
µv d v .
Then for α, β P r0, 1s,
pα d xq‘ y “ð
vPV
pαλv qd v ‘
ð
vPV
pµv qd v P span‘dpV q
and
x ‘ pβ d y q “ð
vPV
pαλv qd v ‘
ð
vPV
pβµv qd v P span‘dpV q,
so rx , y s‘d Ď span‘dpV q. Hence span‘dpV q is fuzzy convex. 
In general, the fuzzy span is not equal to the fuzzy convex hull ofV , since, for
example, 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q P span‘dpV q for any setV Ă r0, 1sr , even if 1 R V . This is
because 0d v “ 1 for any v P V . If 1 R V , it cannot lie on the fuzzy line segment
between any two points in span‘dpV q. Figure 3.4 shows the fuzzy convex hull of
a finite setV Ă r0, 1sr next to its fuzzy span.
The proof of the following proposition is similar to [13, Proposition 4].
Proposition 3.3.7. LetV be a finite subset of r0, 1sr , where r is any natural number
and let 1 “ p1, . . . , 1q P r0, 1sr be the point with every coordinate equal to 1. Then
span‘dpV q “ conv‘dpV Y t1uq.
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v1
v2
Figure 3.5: The fuzzy span of a set of points in r0, 1s2 need not be connected. In
particular, no point with second coordinate y for 0 ă y ă 23 is contained in
span‘dptv1,v2uq.
Proof. Lemma 3.3.6 shows that the fuzzy span ofV , span‘dpV q, contains the
fuzzy convex hull ofV , conv‘dpV q. If x P span‘dpV q each fuzzy line segment
from x to 1 consists of points of the form λ d x for λ P r0, 1s and these are clearly
in span‘dpV q. Hence conv‘dpV Y t1uq Ď span‘dpV q.
To show the converse, we proceed by induction on the number of points in
V . IfV has just one point, say x , it is clear that span‘dptxuq and conv‘dptxu Y
t1uq coincide, both consisting solely of the fuzzy line segment rx , 1s‘d. IfV “
tv1, . . . ,vnuwith n ą 1, consider x “Ðnj“1 λ j d v j P span‘dpV q. Then we can
write x “ λ1dv1‘
´Ðn
j“2 λ j d v j
¯
, where the bracketed term is in conv‘dpV Y
t1uq by the induction hypothesis. But this means that x lies on the fuzzy line
segment between this bracketed point and v1 and is therefore contained in the
convex hull conv‘dpV Y t1uq. Thus span‘dpV q Ď conv‘dpV Y t1uq. 
Example 3.3.8. Whenever any vectors inV have entries equal to 0, it is possible
for span‘dpV q to be disconnected. For example, consider
V “
!´
1{2
0
¯
,
´
1{3
2{3
¯)
Ă r0, 1s2.
The fuzzy span ofV , span‘dpV q, is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Note that span‘dpV q is not connected, since for all λ ‰ 0 we have λ d´
1{2
0
¯
“
´
λzp1{2q
0
¯
and so it is impossible to obtain any point with non-zero
second coordinate by scaling
´
1{2
0
¯
unless λ “ 0, in which case λ d
´
1{2
0
¯
“ p 11 q.
Thus the set t` 1y ˘ | 0 ă y ă 1u is not contained in span‘dpV q as one might
naively expect bymerely extrapolating from examples ofmore familiar connected
fuzzy spans.
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3.3.1 The nucleus of a fuzzy relation as a fuzzy span
We are now in a position to link all of this back to the nucleus of a fuzzy relation.
Theorem 3.3.9. Let M P r0, 1sr ,n be a matrix, considered as a fuzzy relation
between finite sets. Let RowpM q and ColpM q denote the sets of rows and columns
ofM , respectively. Then
FixópM q “ span‘dpColpM qq, (3.44)
FixòpM q “ span‘dpRowpM qq. (3.45)
Proof. We prove the first equation; the second is analogous. Writem‚j for the
j th column of M , i.e. pm‚j qi :“ mi j , so that ColpM q “ tm‚j | j P rnsu. By
Proposition 3.1.6, FixópM q “ imM˚. Therefore, let v P imM˚ and letw P Y ó be
such that v “ M˚pwq. Then for each i P rr s
vi “ M˚pwqi
“ min
1ďjďntw j zmi j u
“
˜
nð
j“1
w j d pm‚j q
¸
i
so
v “
nð
j“1
w j dm‚j P span‘dpColpM qq.
Conversely, any x “ Ðnj“1 λ j d pm‚j q can be obtained as M˚pλq, where
λ “ pλ1, . . . , λnq P r0, 1sn . 
The following corollary to Theorem 3.3.9 is then immediate from Proposition
3.1.8.
Corollary 3.3.10. Let M P r0, 1sr ,n be a matrix, considered as a fuzzy relation
between finite sets. Then there are proxet isomorphisms
NucpM q – span‘dpColpM qq – span‘dpRowpM qq.
An explicit isomorphism between the second and third proxets is provided by the
proximity mapsM ˚ : span‘dpColpM qq Ñ span‘dpRowpM qq and
M˚ : span‘dpRowpM qq Ñ span‘dpColpM qq.
We illustrate these results with some examples.
Example 3.3.11. Consider the matrix
M “
˜
1{8 1{3 1{2
1{7 2{3 1{4
¸
,
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Figure 3.6: The set FixópM q is equal to the fuzzy span of three points in r0, 1s2
corresponding to the columns ofM , while FixòpM q is equal to the fuzzy span of
two points in r0, 1s3 corresponding to the rows ofM . The spanning points are
highlighted in green. The points highlighted in red correspond to each other via
the bijection in Corollary 3.3.10.
thought of as a fuzzy relation between finite sets. The fuzzy spans of the columns
and rows ofM are illustrated in Figure 3.6. By Theorem 3.3.9, these sets are equal
to FixópM q and FixòpM q, respectively.
Any point v P FixópM q corresponds to a unique point in FixòpM q, given by
w “ M ˚pv q. One such example is given by the (column) vector v “
´
1{2
1{2
¯
P
FixópM q, which corresponds to the (row) vectorw “ p 1{4 2{3 1{2 q P FixòpM q.
Example3.3.12. Thebijectionbetween span‘dpRowpM qq and span‘dpColpM qq
can be seen most clearly whenM is a square matrix, i.e. when r “ n. We give
a particularly simple 2-dimensional example, which hints at the fact that the
correspondence between FixópM q and FixòpM q is actually an isomorphism of
cell complexes, as we will see in Theorem 4.4.23.
Consider the matrix
M “
˜
1{4 1{2
1{8 1{2
¸
.
The fuzzy spans of the columns and rows ofM , i.e. the sets FixópM q and FixòpM q,
are shown in Figure 3.7.
Note that thedisconnectedness of the fuzzy span inExample 3.3.8 is consistent
with Theorem 3.3.9, in particular the fact that FixópM q “ span‘dpColpM qq. It
is easy to check that for 0 ă y ă 1, we haveM˚
` 1
y
˘ “ p 0 1{3 q butM ˚ p 0 1{3 q “
p 11 q ‰
` 1
y
˘
, so
` 1
y
˘ R FixópM q, as required.
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´
1{4
1{8
¯
´
1{2
1{2
¯
p 1{4 1{2 qp 1{8 1{2 q
Figure 3.7: The fuzzy spans of the columns and rows of the matrixM “
´
1{4 1{2
1{8 1{2
¯
,
i.e. the sets FixópM q and FixòpM q. Points that correspond to each other under
the bijectionsM ˚ andM˚ are marked in the same colour.
The discontinuity inherent in the operation of truncated division, as illus-
trated in Example 3.3.8, means that we focus mainly on fuzzy relations whose
matrices contain only non-zero components. We will be able to prove further
results related to the nuclei of fuzzy relations, under such conditions, by drawing
analogies with tropical linear algebra, which we consider in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
The nucleus as a cell complex
In the previous chapter we showed that the nucleus of a fuzzy relation between
finite sets (i.e. finite discrete proxets) is isomorphic to the span of its columns (or
rows) with respect to the operations of “fuzzy addition” (pointwiseminimum) and
“fuzzy scalarmultiplication” (truncated division of each coordinate by a constant):
px ‘ y qi “ mintxi , yiu and pλ d xqi “ λzxi ,
for x , y P ColpM q and λ P r0, 1s.
In this chapter we will show that, under certain conditions, these spans can
in fact be seen as tropical convex hulls of certain related (finite) sets of points in
tropical projective space, i.e. as tropical polytopes. As tropical polytopes have a
natural cell decomposition [13, Theorem 15], we are therefore able to describe a
cell decomposition of the nucleus of a fuzzy relation between finite sets.
We begin with a summary of the important definitions and results from trop-
ical linear algebra, focusing on the definition of the tropical convex hull of a
finite point configuration in tropical projective space. We then prove that the sets
FixópM q and FixòpM q of downward- and upward-fixed vectors of a fuzzy relation
between finite sets are isomorphic to the tropical convex hulls of certain points
in tropical projective space.
Knowing that FixópM q and FixòpM q are tropical polytopes allows us to trans-
fer many definitions and results from tropical mathematics into the context of
nuclei of fuzzy relations. In particular, we are able to define the type of a fuzzy
concept pv ,wq P NucpM q. The tropical convex hull of a finite set of points in
tropical projective space inherits a natural cell complex structure where cells
are labelled by these types. Develin and Sturmfels [13, Theorem 1] showed that,
up to combinatorial type, tropical complexes arising from an arrangement of r
points in pn ´ 1q-dimensional tropical projective space are in natural bijection
with regular subdivisions of the product of simplices ∆r´1 ˆ ∆n´1.
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Notation. In this thesis we frequently consider finite sets of points in finite-dim-
ensional spaces. Dimensions will usually be indexed by a variable i P t1, . . . , ru,
while points will usually be indexed by a variable j P t1, . . . ,nu. This is different
to the conventions of some other authors. When working in tropical projective
space, we label the additional coordinate with a zero, so that i P t0, . . . , ru. Later,
when we add an additional point to a configuration of n points, we also label
it with a zero, so that the j P t0, . . . ,nu. It is convenient to make use of the
shorthand notations rk s “ t1, . . . ,ku and rk s “ t0, . . . ,ku.
4.1 Tropical mathematics
In this section we introduce the basics of tropical mathematics. Our primary
reference is the seminal paper [13] of Develin and Sturmfels. Other introductions
can be found in [42, 50, 54].
We begin with an important definition.
Definition 4.1.1. The tropical semiring T “ pRY t8u,‘,dq consists of the set
of real numbers together with the operations of tropical addition and tropical
multiplication, given by
x ‘ y :“ mintx , yu and x d y :“ x ` y , (4.1)
respectively, for x , y P R.
Some authors define tropical addition in terms of maxima, i.e. for x , y P T,
x ‘ y “ maxtx , yu. Since maxtx , yu “ ´mint´x ,´yu for all x , y P R, geo-
metry over the semiring pR, max,`q is equivalent to geometry over the semiring
pR, min,`q. Nonetheless, this is the first of several varying conventions within
the tropical literature that a reader should be aware of.
It is not difficult to show that T is a commutative semiring. The additive
identity for T is8 and the multiplicative identity is 0, since mintx ,8u “ x and
x ` 0 “ x for all x P RY t8u.
Tropical addition and tropical multiplication can be extended pointwise toRr
in the obvious way. For x “ px1, . . . , xr q, y “ py1, . . . , yr q P Rr , λ P Rwe define
x ‘ y “ px1 ‘ y1, . . . , xr ‘ yr q λ d x “ pλ d x1, . . . , λ d xr q.
Tropical operations arise naturally in the context of addition andmultiplica-
tion of power series under the map that sends each power series P “ ř ait i P
Rrrt ss to its degree, i.e. the exponent of its leading term. Provided the lead-
ing terms do not cancel, degpP ` Q q “ maxtdegP , degQu and degpP ¨ Q q “
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p5, 2q
p9, 4q
p5, 2, 0q
p0, 6, 3q
Figure 4.1: Tropical line segments inR2 andR3. The (unprojectivised) tropical line
segment between two points inR2 consists of two (infinite) lines and the (infinite)
planar section bounded by them (shaded in grey). In R3 the (unprojectivised)
tropical line segment between two points consists of two such (infinite) planar
sections intersecting in an (infinite) line as well as the (infinite) lines bounding
each of these planar sections.
degP ` degQ . In fact there are strong connections between tropical geometry
and generalised power series known as Puiseux series, which have the form
P “
ÿ
iěk
ait
i{n
for some fixed k P Z and n P N. See, for example, [14, 32, 44].
Definition 4.1.2. The tropical line segment between two points x , y P Rr is
defined to be the set of all tropical linear combinations of x and y :
rx , y s‘d :“ tλ d x ‘ µ d y | λ, µ P Ru. (4.2)
Note that there is no restriction on the parameters λ and µ in Definition 4.1.2;
in particular, we do not require λ ` µ “ 1 as in the affine case.
Examples of tropical line segments in R2 and R3 are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
In this form, tropical line segments do not look very much like what one might
expect line segments to look like.
Definition 4.1.3. A set X Ď Rr is said to be tropically convex if contains the
tropical line segment rx , y s‘d between each pair of points x , y P X .
It is easy to see that tropically convex sets are closed under tropical multiplic-
ation by scalars, i.e. if X Ď Rr is tropically convex and x P X , then λ d x P X for
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all λ P R. We can therefore simplify things by identifying each x with all of its
tropical scalings λ d x .
Definition 4.1.4. For r a natural number, r -dimensional tropical projective space
TPr is defined to be the quotient space Rr`1{ „, where „ is the equivalence
relation px0, . . . , xr q „ λ d px0, . . . , xr q for all λ P R.
Note that points in TPr have r ` 1 coordinates, which we index from zero.
Some authors, e.g. Joswig in [31], call this space tropical affine space and use the
notation TAr .
For each point in x P TPr there is a unique vector cpxq P Rr`1 with non-
negative coordinates such that at least one coordinate is zero. The coordinates of
this vector are sometimes called the canonical coordinates of x . However, since
there is a unique representative of the coset Rd x with zeroth coordinate zero,
it is often more useful to consider the image of a point in TPr under the natural
projection c0 : TPr Ñ Rr given by eliminating the zeroth coordinate, i.e.
c0 : px0, . . . , xr q ÞÑ px1 ´ x0, . . . , xr ´ x0q.
This projection is easily seen to be a bijection. We call the image of this projection
the projectivisation of x .
Note that instead of eliminating the zeroth coordinate, some authors choose
to eliminate a different coordinate, typically the last. This is another varying
convention to be aware of.
Example 4.1.5. The point x “ p´2, 1,´3q P TP2 has canonical coordinates
p1, 4, 0q. We can also represent x by the vector c0pxq “ p3,´1q P R2. This is shown,
together with the (projectivisation of the) tropical line segment between p0, 1, 2q
and p0, 8, 6q in TP2, in Figure 4.2.
Note that projectivised tropical line segments in TP2 look a lot like the fuzzy
line segments we defined in the previous chapter. To see why this is, consider
two points x “ px0, x1, x2q and y “ py0, y1, y2q in TP2. Without loss of generality
we may assume x0 “ y0 “ 0. The tropical line segment between x and y is the
set of points of the form
λ d x ‘ µ d y “ pλ ‘ µ, λ d x1 ‘ µ d y1, λ d x2 ‘ µ d y2q
“
#
p0, x1 ‘ pµ ´ λq d y1, x2 ‘ pµ ´ λq d y2q if λ ă µ
p0, pλ ´ µq d x1 ‘ y1, pλ ´ µq d x2 ‘ y2q if λ ą µ,
so, eliminating the zeroth coordinate using the projection c0 defined above, we
see
rx , y s‘d – tpλ ´ µq d x ‘ y | λ, µ P Ru Y tx ‘ pµ ´ λq d y | λ, µ P Ru Ă R2,
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Figure 4.2: A (projectivised) tropical line segment in TP2. Tropical line segments
in TPr are equal to the concatenation of at most r ordinary line segments, each
of which is parallel to a vector with coordinates in t0, 1u (see [13, Proposition 3]).
where the symbol – indicates the projectivisation bijection. Comparing this
formula with (3.43):
rx , y s‘d “ tpλ d xq‘ y | λ P r0, 1su Y tx ‘ pµ d y q | µ P r0, 1su,
makes the correspondence clear.
The relationship between projectivised tropical line segments and fuzzy line
segments is harder to see in higher dimensions.
Given a set of points in TPr we can find the smallest tropically convex set
containing them.
Definition 4.1.6. The tropical convex hull of a set of pointsV “ tv1, . . . ,vnu Ď
TPr is defined to be the smallest tropically convex set containingV and is denoted
conv‘dpV q. A subset X Ď TPr is called a tropical polytope if it is the tropical
convex hull of a finite set of points.
In [13, Proposition 4], the tropical convex hull ofV is shown to be equal to the
set of all tropical linear combinations of points inV .
Example 4.1.7. An example of a tropical polytope in TP2 is shown in Figure 4.3.
This example, which is the tropical convex hull of the points p0, 0, 2q, p0, 2, 0q,
p0, 1,´2q P TP2 is taken from [13]. As with all tropical polytopes, it is a finite union
of closed, bounded, (classically) convex polyhedra (in this case polygons), namely
the pentagon and the closed line segment from p0, 0, 0q to p0, 0, 2q.
The tropical analogues of hyperplanes are particularly useful examples of
tropically convex sets [13, Proposition 6].
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Figure 4.3: A tropical polytope in TP2. This is the tropical convex hull of the points
highlighted in red. It is the finite union of closed, bounded, convex polygons.
Definition 4.1.8. A tropical hyperplane Ha in TPr is the set of points for which a
tropical linear form
rà
k“0
ak d xk “ a0 d x0 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ar d xr (4.3)
is attained at least twice, i.e. x P Ha if and only there exist distinct coordinates
i ‰ j for which
ai ` xi “ aj ` x j “ min0ďkďrtak ` xk u.
The point p´a0,´a1, . . . ,´ar q for which this minimum is attained in every co-
ordinate is called the apex ofHa .
Each tropical hyperplane divides TPr into r ` 1 sectors. We write
Hri s “ tx P TPr | ai ` xi “ min0ďkďrtak ` xk uu
for the closed sector consisting of those points x P TPr for which the minimum
in (4.3) is attained by ai ` xi . All tropical hyperplanes are translates of each other.
Example 4.1.9. The tropical hyperplane corresponding the the tropical linear
form 1d x0 ‘ p´2q d x1 ‘ 0d x2 is the set of points px0, x1, x2q P R3 such that
1` x0 “ p´2q ` x1 ď 0` x2,
or 1` x0 “ 0` x2 ď p´2q ` x1,
or p´2q ` x1 “ 0` x2 ď 1` x0.
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Hr0sHr1s
Hr2s
´a
Figure 4.4: The (projectivisation of the) tropical hyperplane in TP2 defined by the
tropical linear form 1d x0 ‘ p´2q d x1 ‘ 0d x2. The three lines are the sets of
points for which the minimum encoded in the tropical linear form is attained
twice, with the apex´a “ p´1, 2, 0q (represented by the point p3, 1q P R2) being
the point at which the minimum is attained three times. The sectorsHr0s,Hr1s,
Hr2s are indicated.
In its unprojectivised form, this hyperplane consists of three sections of or-
dinary planes in R3 meeting in a line. The projectivised form of this hyperplane
in TP2 is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
It will be particularly useful to work with “inverted” tropical hyperplanes,
defined in terms of maxima rather than minima. Explicitly, given a tropical linear
form a0 d x0 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ar d xr , a point x P TPr is contained in the inverted tropical
hyperplane H inva if and only if there exist distinct coordinates i ‰ j for which
ai ` xi “ aj ` x j “ max0ďkďrtak ` xk u.
It is clear that x P H inva if and only if ´x P H´a . The i th sector of an inverted
tropical hyperplaneH inva is the closed set
H inva ri s “ tx P TPr | ai ` xi “ max0ďkďrtak ` xk uu.
Much work has been done on tropical convex hulls and their natural cell
complex structures. See, for example, [14, 15, 28, 30, 31]. We aim to show that under
certain conditions nuclei of fuzzy relations between finite sets are in one-to-one
correspondence with tropical convex hulls of point configurations in tropical
projective space and thus inherit a natural cell complex structure.
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4.2 The nucleus as a tropical convex hull
In this section we provide a bijection between the set FixópM q of lower vectors of
a fuzzy relation given by an pr ˆ nq-matrix with entries in p0, 1s and to the set of
points of a certain tropical convex hull of n ` 1 vectors in TPr . Similarly, there is a
bijection between the set FixòpM q of upper vectors ofM and a certain tropical
convex hull of r ` 1 points in TPn . It is important that all the entries ofM are
strictly positive, inwhich casewe say that such a fuzzy relationM isnon-vanishing.
These bijections respect the semimodule structure in a manageable way, so it is
easy to move between fuzzy spans of vectors in r0, 1s-space and tropical convex
hulls in tropical projective space.
Definitions and results about tropical polytopes can thenbe translateddirectly
to corresponding statements about fuzzy spans. In particular, since each tropical
polytope has a natural cell decomposition [13, Theorem 15] we are able to show
that FixópM q and FixòpM q also have such a structure, allowing us to classify
concepts in FixópM q or FixòpM q according to their type, a piece of combinatorial
data from which the dimension of the cell in which a concept lies can be read off.
Concepts in a classical concept lattice can all be thought of as constituting cells
of dimension zero. The ability to classify fuzzy concepts may have applications
to fuzzy concept analysis as it allows different fuzzy concepts to be thought of in
qualitatively different ways.
We begin by describing a way to move between r0, 1s-space and tropical pro-
jective space. Write R` for the set of strictly positive real numbers. For any base
b ą 0, the function x ÞÑ logbpxq : R` Ñ R is a bijection, with inverse given by
y ÞÑ expbpy q :“ by . When we do not wish to specify the base we abbreviate these
functions to log and exp. This should be taken to mean that the base b can be
taken as desired, not that we are necessarily using natural logarithms and expo-
nentials (i.e. with b “ e ). For any b ą 1, both log and exp are order-preserving
functions, i.e. if x ď y then logpxq ď logpy q and exppxq ď exppy q.
Since log and exp interchange addition andmultiplication, i.e.
logpxy q “ logpxq ` logpy q and exppx ` y q “ exppxq exppy q,
these functions are obvious candidates for moving from the essentially multiplic-
ative realm of fuzzy spans to the additive realm of tropical mathematics, which
has been widely studied. To this end, define a map φ : p0, 1sr Ñ TPr as follows.
For x P p0, 1sr define φpxq to be the equivalence class in TPr of the point with
coordinates p0, logpx1q, . . . , logpxr qq, i.e.
φpxqi :“
#
0 if i “ 0,
logpxi q if i ą 0.
(4.4)
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Note that p0, 1sr is a r0, 1s-submodule of the r0, 1s-semimodule r0, 1sr from which
it inherits the operations‘ andd defined in (3.39) and (3.40): for x , x 1 P p0, 1sr
and λ P r0, 1s
px ‘ x 1qi “ mintxi , x 1iu and pλ d xqi “ λzxi (4.5)
for each i P rr s, where z is the truncated division operation defined in (2.2). We
can see that p0, 1sr really is a submodule as for any λ P r0, 1s and x P p0, 1sr we
have λ d x P p0, 1sr since λzxi ě xi for each i by definition.
When X is a subset of p0, 1sr , write φpX q “ tφpxq | x P X u. Points in the
image of φ are those points py0, y1, . . . , yr q P TPr for which yi ´ y0 ď 0 for all
i P rr s, and this property is invariant under tropical scalar mutliplication. Write
TPrď0 for this set, a subspace of TPr . Restricting to TPrď0 is not limiting; because
TPr is homogeneous, every configuration of points in TPr that does not have this
property can be seen to be equivalent to one that does by simply changing the
zeroth coordinate of each point, and vice versa. This equivalence is analagous to
the equivalence of geometry in the whole Cartesian plane and its first quadrant.
Lemma 4.2.1. Themap φ defined in (4.4) is a bijection onto its image, with inverse
given by ψ : TPrď0 Ñ p0, 1sr , where we define ψpy qi :“ exppyi ´ y0q for y “
py0, y1, . . . , yr q P TPr . Moreover, φ respects the semimodule structure of p0, 1sr and
TPr in the following way: for all x , x 1 P p0, 1s and λ P p0, 1s,
φpx ‘ x 1q “ φpxq ‘ φpx 1q and φpλ d xq “ p´ logpλqq d φpxq ‘ 0, (4.6)
where 0 P TPr is the point with all coordinates equal to zero.
Proof. We first check that the map ψ is well-defined. If y and y 1 represent the
same point in TPr there is some λ P R such that y 1i “ λ ` yi for each i P rr s.
Then for all i P rr s we have y 1i ´ y 10 “ λ ` yi ´ pλ ` y0q “ yi ´ y0, so ψ is
well-defined. Note also that since y P TPrď0 we have ψpy q P p0, 1sr as required. It
is then easy to see that φ and ψ are mutually inverse. For x P p0, 1sr and i P rr s
we see that ψpφpxqqi “ expplogpxi q ´ 0q “ xi . For y P TPr we have φpψpy qqi “
logpexppyi ´ y0qq “ yi ´ y0 for all i P rr s. Adding y0 to each coordinate shows
that this is in the same equivalence class of TPr as y .
For x , x 1 P p0, 1sr and i P rr s, we see
φpx ‘ x 1qi “ logppx ‘ x 1qi q
“ logpmintxi , x 1iuq
“ mintlogpxi q, logpx 1i qu
“ φpxqi ‘ φpx 1qi
“ pφpxq ‘ φpx 1qqi ,
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since log is order-preserving. For i “ 0 both sides are equal to 0.
Given a constant λ P p0, 1s and i P rr s, we see
φpλ d xqi “ logppλ d xqi q
“ logpmintxi{λ, 1uq
“ mintlogpxi{λq, 0u
“ mint´ logpλq ` logpxi q, 0u
“ mintp´ logpλqq d φpxqi , 0u
“ pp´ logpλqq d φpxq ‘ 0qi
For i “ 0, both sides are again equal to 0. 
We are now able to prove the most important result in this section.
Theorem 4.2.2. LetV Ď p0, 1sn be a finite set of vectors. The map φ defined in
(4.4) restricts to a bijection of sets (respecting the semimodule structures of p0, 1sr
and TPr as descried in (4.6))
φ : span‘dpV q – span‘dpφpV q Y t0uq, (4.7)
where 0 P TPr is the point with all coordinates equal to zero.
Proof. Let x P span‘dpV q. Then we can write
x “ð
vPV
λv d v (4.8)
for some constants λv P p0, 1s depending on v . By Lemma 4.2.1, we see that
φpxq “à
vPV
p´ log λv q d φpv q ‘ 0.
Hence φpxq P span‘dpφpV q Y t0uq.
Conversely, let y P span‘dpφpV q Y t0uq. Then y can be written as
y “à
vPV
µv d φpv q ‘ µ0 d 0,
for someconstantsµ0, µv P p0, 1s. Letµmin “ mintminvPV tµvu, µ0u, so y0 “ µmin
and for each i P rr s,
yi “ min
vPV tmintµv ` logpvi q, µ0uu. (4.9)
We claim that y lies in the same equivalence class of TPr as φpzq, where z is the
fuzzy linear combination
z “ð
vPV
exppµmin ´ µv qd v .
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Lemma 4.2.1 gives
φpzq “à
vPV
p´ logpexppµmin ´ µv qqq d φpv q ‘ 0
“à
vPV
pµv ´ µminq d φpv q ‘ 0.
Hence
µmin d φpzq “
à
vPV
µv d φpv q ‘ µmin d 0
“à
vPV
pµv d φpv q ‘ µv d 0q ‘ µ0 d 0,
by definition of µmin. But since, for each v P V , φpv qi ď 0 for all i P rr s, we have
µv d φpv q ‘ µv d 0 “ µv d φpv q for each v and so the right-hand side is equal to
y . Thus y “ µmin d φpzq, so y „ φpzq in TPr . 
Theorem 4.2.2 shows that φ preserves the convexity of sets in p0, 1sr . The
following is essentially a restatement of the previous theorem.
Corollary 4.2.3. The bijection φ : p0, 1sr Ñ TPr defined in (4.4) sends fuzzy spans
in p0, 1sr to tropical convex hulls in TPr . More precisely, the fuzzy span of n points
tv1, . . . ,vnu in p0, 1sr is in bijective correspondence with the tropical convex hull of
n ` 1 points tφpv1q, . . . , φpvnq, 0u in TPr .
This correspondence is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
4.3 Tropical hyperplane arrangements and types
In the previous section we showed that the fuzzy span of n vectors in p0, 1sr is
in bijective correspondence with the tropical convex hull of n ` 1 points in TPr .
This allows us to translate many definitions and results into statements about the
nuclei of fuzzy relations between finite sets.
We begin with the definition of the type of a point with respect to a configura-
tion of points. The definition we give is actually the transpose of the definition
given in [13], although the two are equivalent. Our definition is closer to that given
by Ardila and Develin in [1].
Definition 4.3.1. LetV “ tv0, . . . ,vnu be a finite set of points in TPr and let x be
any point in TPr . The type of x P TPr with respect toV , denoted typeV pxq, is the
ordered pn ` 1q-tuple S “ pS0, . . . ,Snq of subsets S j Ď rr s such that i P S j if and
only if
v j i ´ xi “ min0ďkďrtv jk ´ xk u,
where v j i is the i th coordinate of the vector v j .
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xÝÑ
x
Figure 4.5: The bijective correspondence between fuzzy spans and tropical poly-
topes. Note that the fuzzy span on the left only has two generating vertices, while
the tropical polytopeon the right is the tropical convexhull of threepoints, namely
the images under φ of the generating vertices of the left-hand diagram and the
zero vector.
Definition 4.3.2. LetV “ tv0, . . . ,vnu be a finite set of points inTPr . A candidate
pr ,nq-type is any pn ` 1q-tuple S “ pS0, . . . ,Snq of subsets S j Ď rr s. A candidate
type S is a type if there exists x P TPr such that typeV pxq “ S .
The transpose of Definition 4.3.1 defines a type to be an pr ` 1q-tuple SJ “
pSJ0 , . . . ,SJr q of subsets Si Ď rns such that j P SJi if and only if i P S j . Whether to
use S or SJ is another varying convention between authors to be aware of.
Note that for a genuine type S , each minimummust be attained at least once
so each set S j must be non-empty. In general, however, it is not necessary that
each i P rr s appears in someS j . When this holdswemake the following definition.
Definition 4.3.3. A type S “ pS0, . . . ,Snq of a point x P TPr is full if, for each
i P rr s, there exists some j P rns such that i P S j .
Abusing notation slightly, a typeS can be conveniently represented as amatrix
S P t0, 1ur`1,n`1, where Si j “ 1 if and only if i P S j . By definition a type S is full if
and only if every row of this matrix is non-zero or, equivalently, if every column
of the matrix corresponding to the transpose type SJ is non-zero. For types of
points with respect to configurations of points in tropical projective space we do
not need distinct notions of “row full” and “column full”.
It is also sometimes useful to represent S by the undirected bipartite graph
for which this matrix is the adjacency matrix.
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Example 4.3.4. The type S “ pt0, 1u, t1u, t2, 3uq can be represented by thematrix
S “
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 01 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
‹˛‹‹‚
or by the undirected bipartite graph
v0 v1 v2 v3
w0 w1 w2
or by the marked graph
v1 v2 v3
w1 w2
where a vertex vi is marked if i P S0 andw j is marked if 0 P S j .
Remark. Here is a convenient way to compute the type of a point x P TPr with
respect to a point configurationV “ tv0, . . . ,vnu Ă TPr . The type of x encodes
the position of x relative to the n inverted tropical hyperplanes centred at the
vertices v j . Translating Definition 4.3.1, if S “ typeV pxq then i P S j if and only x
lies in the i th sector of the j th inverted hyperplaneH invj , whose apex is v j . This is
illustrated in Figure 4.6
.
We nowmake an important definition.
Definition 4.3.5. LetV “ tv0, . . . ,vnu be a finite set of points in TPr . Let S be a
candidate pr ,nq-type and defineCV pSq to be the set
CV pSq “ tx P TPr | S Ď typeV pxqu, (4.10)
where a candidate pr ,nq-type A is contained in another candidate pr ,nq-type B if
and only if Aj Ď Bj for each j P rns. For reasons we will explain shortly, we refer
toCV pSq as the closed cell corresponding to the candidate type S .
The setCV pSq is shown to be an ordinary convex polyhedron in [13, Lemma
10] and that it is bounded precisely when S is full, in the sense of Definition
4.3.3, in [13, Corollary 12]. (Note that the second of these results is stated slightly
differently in [13] due because their definition of “type” is the transpose of ours.)
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Figure 4.6: Three inverted tropical hyperplanes in TP2. Moving anticlockwise
from the bottom left, the three sectors of each inverted tropical hyperplane are
oriented in the order 0, 1, 2. The lines indicate the boundaries between these
sectors; a point lying on such a boundary is considered to lie in all of the sectors
it bounds. The type of x can be seen to be pt0, 1u, t1u, t2uq, since x lies in sectors
0 and 1 ofH inv0 , in sector 1 ofH inv1 , and in sector 2 ofH inv2 . Note that every point
must lie in one or more sectors for each inverted tropical hyperplane.
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It is then shown in [13, Theorem 15] that the set of all cells CV pSq, where S
ranges over all possible types, provides a cell decomposition of TPr and that the
tropical convex hull of the points tv0, . . . ,vnu consists of the bounded cells, i.e.
the cellsCV pSq for those types S that are full.
WriteCV for the collection of all setsCV pSq for candidate pr ,nq-types S . What
it means for CV to be a “cell decomposition” of TPr can be summed up by the
following results, for which full proofs can be found in [13, Lemma 10–Theorem
15]:
1. Every point x P TPr lies in some cellCV pSq;
2. Each cellCV pSq is a convex polyhedron;
3. The faces ofCV pSq are precisely those cellsCV pT q for which S Ď T ;
4. Every cell CV pSq for a candidate pr ,nq-type S is equal to CV pT q for some
actual pr ,nq-typeT , i.e. withT such thatT “ typeV pxq for some x P TPr ;
5. The intersection of two cellsCV pSq andCV pT q inCV is a cell inCV and is a
face of bothCV pSq andCV pT q.
The dimension of each polyhedronCV pSq can be calculated using the follow-
ing definition.
Definition 4.3.6. Given a candidate pr ,nq-type S “ pS0, . . . ,Snq (not necessarily
the type of any point x P TPr ), letGS be the undirected graph with vertex set rr s,
where for i1, i2 P rr s, there is an edge inGS between i1 and i2 if and only if there
exists j P rns such that i1 P S j and i2 P S j .
A proof of the following result can be found in [13, Proposition 17].
Proposition 4.3.7. Let S be a candidate pr ,nq-type. The dimension of CV pSq is
equal to one less than the number of connected components ofGS .
IfCV pSq has dimension k we call the relative interior ofCV pSq a k -cell. Thus,
0-cells are points, 1-cells are open line segments, 2-cells are the relative interiors
of closed convex polygons, etc.
Example 4.3.8. Consider the point x in Figure 4.6. The type of x with respect to
the given arrangement of tropical hyperplanes can be represented as the matrix
S “
¨˚
˝1 0 01 1 0
0 0 1
‹˛‚.
Since r “ 2, the graphGS has 3 vertices. There is an (undirected) edge between 0
and 1 since S00 “ S10 “ 1, as shown
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HenceGS has two connected components and x lies in a cell of dimension 1, i.e. a
line segment.
4.4 The cell complex structure of the nucleus
In this section we apply the results of the previous section to the specific case
of point configurations obtained from fuzzy relations between finite sets. It was
shown in the previous chapter that the nucleus of a fuzzy relationM : X { Y
between finite sets is isomorphic as a proxet to its projections into r0, 1sr or r0, 1sn ,
i.e.
NucpM q – FixópM q – FixòpM q,
and the underlying sets of these proxets are equal to fuzzy spans of the columns
and rows ofM , respectively. It follows from Theorem 4.2.2 that whenM is such
thatM px , y q ‰ 0 for all x P X , y P Y , i.e. if the matrix ofM contains no zeros,
then FixópM q is isomorphic (as a set) to a tropical convex hull of n ` 1 points in
TPr , namely the images of the n columns ofM under themap φ (defined in (4.4)),
together with the zero vector 0 P TPr ; similarly, FixòpM q is isomorphic (as a set)
to the tropical convex hull of the images of the r rows ofM under φ, together with
0 P TPn .
The upshot of this is that ifM is a fuzzy relation whose matrix contains no
zeros, there is a natural cell complex structure on FixópM q and FixòpM q. Since
we are only concerned with such fuzzy relations, we give them a name.
Definition 4.4.1. A fuzzy relation M : X { Y is said to be non-vanishing if
M px , y q ‰ 0 for all x P X and all y P Y , i.e. if the matrix ofM has no zero entries.
Imposing a non-vanishing condition on a fuzzy relation may appear to be
quite a limiting restriction, but in practice it is not. It is clear that from any fuzzy
relationM : X { Y we can define a non-vanishing fuzzy relation rM : X { Y by
picking ε ą 0 sufficiently small and setting
rM px , y q “ #ε ifM px , y q “ 0,
M px , y q otherwise.
for all x P X , y P Y . Although there is a clear qualitative difference between the
nuclei ofM and rM , from the perspective of fuzzy concept analysis this modifica-
tion can be justified in practice by arguing that no statement is ever completely
false, i.e. there will be some context in which it could be considered true.
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Figure 4.7: The diagram on the left is FixópM q for a fuzzy relation that is not
non-vanishing. The diagram on the right is Fixóp rM q, where rM is a non-vanishing
fuzzy relation obtained fromM by changing all zeros in the matrix ofM .
Example 4.4.2. LetM be the fuzzy relation with matrix
M “
˜
1{4 1{2
2{3 0
¸
.
Sincem22 “ 0,M is clearly not non-vanishing. Let rM be the non-vanishing fuzzy
relation with matrix
M “
˜
1{4 1{2
2{3 ε
¸
,
where ε ą 0 is small. The FixópM q and Fixóp rM q are shown in Figure 4.7. Note
that these are qualitatively very different; FixópM q is not connected and consists
only of 0- and 1-cells, while Fixóp rM q, whose points are in bijection with those
of a tropical polytope, is necessarily connected and includes a 2-cell, as well as
additional 1-cells.
Given sets X andY with |X | “ r and |Y | “ n and a fuzzy relationM : X { Y
we have seen that the nucleus ofM is the proxet with underlying set
NucpM q “ tpv ,wq P r0, 1sr ˆ r0, 1sn | M ˚pv q “ w and v “ M˚pwqu . (4.11)
IfM is non-vanishing it is possible to express the set on the right-hand side
of (4.11) in a different way. First, we note that the nuclei of non-vanishing fuzzy
relations cannot contain any points with any zero coordinates.
Lemma 4.4.3. LetM : X { Y be a fuzzy relation between finite sets with |X | “ r
and |Y | “ n and let pv ,wq P NucpM q. IfM is non-vanishing then vi ą 0 for all
i P rr s andw j ą 0 for all j P rns, i.e. pv ,wq P p0, 1sr ˆ p0, 1sn .
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Proof. If pv ,wq P NucpM q then v P FixópM q “ span‘d ColpM q and w P
FixòpM q “ span‘d RowpM q. SinceM is non-vanishing, ColpM q and RowpM q
both contain no elements with any coordinates equal to zero, and hence neither
can their fuzzy spans, since pλ d xqi “ λzxi ě xi for all λ P r0, 1s. Hence vi ą 0
andw j ą 0 for all i P rr s and all j P rns. 
From this we obtain the following characterisation of points in the nucleus of
a non-vanishing relation between finite sets.
Lemma 4.4.4. Let pv ,wq P p0, 1sr ˆ p0, 1sn and letM P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a
non-vanishing fuzzy relationbetweenfinite sets. Thenv “ M˚pwqandM ˚pv q “ w
if and only if:
@i @j vi ¨w j ď mi j ,
@i vi “ 1 or Dj : vi ¨w j “ mi j ,
@j w j “ 1 or Di : vi ¨w j “ mi j .
Proof. Suppose v “ M˚pwq. By the definition of M˚, this means that, for all
i P rr s, we have vi “ min1ďjďntw j zmi j u, which means that for each j P rns
we have vi ď w j zmi j and hence viw j ď mi j . By finiteness, there must exist
l P rns such that vi “ wlzmil . Ifwl ă mil then vi “ 1; otherwise vi “ mil{wl , so
viwl “ mil . In the same way,w “ M ˚pv q implies that, for all j P rns, we have
w j “ 1 or there exists k P rr s such that vkw j “ mk j .
Conversely, suppose pv ,wq P p0, 1sr ˆp0, 1sn satisfies the displayed conditions.
Fix i P rr s. Firstly, by the definition of truncated division, viw j ď mi j implies
vi ď w j zmi j for each j P rns. Hence vi ď min1ďjďntw j zmi j u. Now, either vi “ 1
or there exists some l P rns such that viwl “ mil . In the first case we clearly
have vi ě min1ďjďntw j zmi j u; otherwise suppose vi ă min1ďjďntw j zmi j u. In
that case, for each j P rns we must have vi ă w j zmi j , and since w j ą 0, by
the previous lemma, mutliplying byw j gives viw j ă w j pw j zmi j q ď mi j for all
j P rns, contradicting the fact that there exists some j with viw j “ mi j . Hence
vi ě min1ďjďntw j zmi j u and thus v “ M˚pwq.
The equalityw “ M ˚pv q is proved similarly. 
Thus, for a non-vanishing fuzzy relation, NucpM q is equal to the set$’&’%pv ,wq P p0, 1sr ˆ p0, 1sn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
@i @j vi ¨w j ď mi j
@i vi “ 1 or Dj : vi ¨w j “ mi j
@j w j “ 1 or Di : vi ¨w j “ mi j
,/./- . (4.12)
Remark. Note that it is necessary thatM be non-vanishing for NucpM q to be
written as the set in (4.12). Consider the fuzzy relation with matrix
M “
˜
1{4 1{2
2{3 0
¸
,
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as in Example 4.4.2, let v “
´
1{2
1{2
¯
and letw “ M ˚pv q “ p 1{2 0 q. ThenM˚pwq “` 1{2
1
˘ ‰ v , so pv ,wq R NucpM q, even though v1w1 “ m11 and v2w2 “ m22.
We can introduce some notation to simplify the set in (4.12).
For v P r0, 1sr , let v P r0, 1sr`1 be the vector defined by setting v i “ 1 if
i “ 0 and v i “ vi otherwise. Forw P r0, 1sn , definew P r0, 1sn`1 similarly. Note
that we index these “extended” vectors from zero. For a matrixM P r0, 1sr ,n , let
M P r0, 1sr`1,n`1 be the matrix withmi j “ 1 if i “ 0 or j “ 0 andmi j “ mi j
otherwise. With this notation, the set in (4.12) becomes
NucpM q “
$’&’%pv ,wq P p0, 1sr ˆ p0, 1sn

@i @j v i ¨w j ď mi j
@i Dj : v i ¨w j “ mi j
@j Di : v i ¨w j “ mi j
,/./- . (4.13)
Definition 4.4.5. Let M : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between
finite sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Let v P FixópM q. Define the type of v with
respect toM , written typeM pv q, to be the type of φpv qwith respect to the tropical
hyperplane arrangement given by φpColpM qq “ φpColpM qq Y t0u, i.e.
typeM pv q :“ typeφpColpM qqpφpv qq. (4.14)
The following proposition is essentially a translation of Definition 4.4.5.
Proposition 4.4.6. LetM : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between
finite sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Let v P p0, 1sr , let w “ M ˚v , and let
S “ typeM pv q. Then i P S j if and only if v i ¨w j “ mi j .
Proof. For j P rns, writem‚j for the j th column ofM , whose i th coordinate is
mi j . Note that for any v P p0, 1sr and i P rr s, we have φpv qi “ logpv i q. It therefore
follows from Definition 4.3.1 that i P S j if and only if
logpmi j q ´ logpv i q “ min0ďkďrtlogpmk j q ´ logpvk qu.
Using the properties of logarithms, it follows that i P S j if and only if
log
ˆ
mi j
v i
˙
“ min
0ďkďr
"
log
ˆ
mk j
vk
˙*
(4.15)
“ log
ˆ
min
0ďkďr
"
mk j
vk
*˙
. (4.16)
Note that vk ‰ 0 for all k P rr s because of the condition that the matrix ofM has
no zero entries, so division by vk is safe.
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Exponentiating both sides of (4.15) gives i P S j if and only if
mi j
v i
“ min
0ďkďr
"
mk j
vk
*
“ min
"
min
1ďkďr
"
mk j
vk
*
, 1
*
“ min
1ďkďr
"
min
"
mk j
vk
, 1
**
“ min
1ďkďr
 
vk zmk j
(
“
#
1 if j “ 0
min1ďkďr tvk zmk ju otherwise
“ w j ,
hence i P S j if and only if v i ¨w j “ mi j . 
We can define the type ofw P FixòpM q in a similar way.
Proposition 4.4.7. Let M : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation, where
|X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Letw P p0, 1sn and let S “ typeM pv q, where v “ M˚pwq.
Then
typeφpRowpM qqpφpwqq “ SJ.
Proof. Following exactly the same steps as in Proposition 4.4.6, we find that if
T “ typeφpRowpM qqpφpwqq then j P Ti if and only if v i ¨w j “ mi j . But this is true
if and only if i P S j . ThusT “ SJ. 
Proposition 4.4.7 shows that if pv ,wq P NucpM q, the types ofv andw are trans-
poses of each other. In other words, they contain exactly the same information.
We therefore make the following definition.
Definition 4.4.8. Let M : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between
finite sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Let p “ pv ,wq P NucpM q. The type of p
(with respect toM ) is the ppr ` 1q ˆ pn ` 1qq-matrix S with Si j “ 1 if and only if
v i ¨w j “ mi j .
One way to think about types is as solution sets to systems of equations and
inequalities. It is clear from (4.13) that points in NucpM q satisfy v i ¨w j ď mi j for
all i P rr s and j P rns, while a certain number of these must be equalities. The
types of points in NucpM q encode which inequalities are strict and which are in
fact equalities.
IfM : X { Y is a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between finite sets with |X | “
r and |Y | “ n we know that FixópM q and FixòpM q are in bijection with the
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underlying sets of tropical polytopes in TPr and TPn , respectively. Since the
spanning vertices of FixópM q and FixòpM q are mapped to spanning vertices of
these tropical polytopes (cf. Theorem 4.2.2) we can use Definition 4.4.5 to define
natural cell decompositions of p0, 1sr and p0, 1sn . The following definitions will
allow us to make this explicit.
Definition 4.4.9. Let M : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between
finite sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Let S be a candidate pr ,nq-type. Define
the following sets.
C colM pSq “ tv P p0, 1sr ,1 | S Ď typeM pv qu, (4.17)
C rowM pSq “ tw P p0, 1s1,n | SJ Ď typeM pwqu. (4.18)
Remark. Note that C colM pSq “ ψpCφpColM qpSqq and C rowM pSq “ ψpCφpRowM qpSqq,
where φ and its inverse ψ are defined in Theorem 4.2.2. That is, cells in p0, 1sr and
p0, 1sn can be defined in terms of cells in TPr and TPn and many results from [13]
can be carried over.
We can compute the dimension of these sets using Proposition 4.3.7.
Proposition 4.4.10. LetM : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between
finite sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Let S be a candidate pr ,nq-type. The
dimension of the cellC colM pSq is equal to the dimension of the cellC rowM pSq and this
is one less than the number of connected components ofGS (cf. Definition 4.3.6).
This means that the dimension of cells is entirely determined by its type. The
following result is adapted from [13, Lemma 10].
Proposition 4.4.11. LetS be a candidate pr ,nq-type and letC colM pSq andC rowM pSq be
definedas above. ThenC colM pSqandC rowM pSq canbe expressed in termsof inequalities
as
C colM pSq “
#
v P p0, 1sr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ vkv i ď mk jmi j for all i ,k P rr s such that Si j “ 1
+
, (4.19)
C rowM pSq “
#
w P p0, 1sn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ w lw j ď milmi j for all j , l P rns such that Si j “ 1
+
.
(4.20)
Proof. Let v P p0, 1sr and letw “ M ˚pv q P p0, 1sn . LetT “ typeM pv q. It follows
from Proposition 4.4.7 that typeM pwq “ T J.
Suppose v P C colM pSq. Then S Ď T . So, for all i ,k P rr s, j P rns such that
Si j “ 1 we haveTi j “ 1, so v i ¨w j “ mi j , which implies that
vk
v i
ď mk j
mi j
, (4.21)
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since all components of v andm are positive. Hence v is in the right-hand side of
C colM pSq.
Conversely, suppose that for all i P rr s and j P rns with Si j “ 1 and for all
k P rr s the inequality (4.21) holds. Thenmi j {v i ď mk j {vk for all such i , j ,k . This
implies v i ¨w j “ mi j , sincew j “ mk j {vk (cf. the proof of Proposition 4.4.6) so
Ti j “ 1. Hence S Ď T and v P C colM pSq.
The proof of the second equation is almost the same. Note that SJj i “ 1 if and
only if Si j “ 1. 
Proposition 4.4.11 implies the following.
Corollary 4.4.12. The setsC colM pSq andC rowM pSq are closed bounded polyhedra in
p0, 1sr and p0, 1sn , respectively, that are convex in the ordinary sense.
We give an example of how these inequalities pick out such a polyhedron in
p0, 1sr .
Example 4.4.13. Once again, consider the matrix
M “
˜
1{2 1{3
1{4 2{3
¸
,
thought of as a fuzzy relation between finite sets. Consider the candidate type
S “
¨˚
˝1 1 00 1 1
0 0 0
‹˛‚.
By Proposition 4.4.11, we find thatC colM pSq is defined as
C colM pSq “
#
v P p0, 1s2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ v 1v 0 ď m10m00 , v 2v 0 ď m20m00 , v 1v 0 ď m11m01 , v 2v 0 ď m21m01 ,
v 0
v 1
ď m01
m11
, v 2
v 1
ď m21
m11
, v 0
v 1
ď m02
m12
, v 2
v 1
ď m22
m12
*
Rearranging gives
C colM pSq “
 
v P p0, 1s2 | v1 ď 1, v2 ď 1, v1 ď 1{2, v2 ď 1{4,
v1 ě 1{2, v2 ď v1{2, v1 ě 1{3, v2 ď 2v1u .
The cell C colM pSq is shown in Figure 4.8. Note that this cell does not lie in
FixópM q. In fact, we will see that whether or not a cell lies in FixópM q can be read
off from its type.
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Figure 4.8: A cellC colM pSq bounded by inequalities. The cell is highlighted in blue.
Note that it is not contained in the set FixópM q, shaded in grey.
In order to state a later result we need to make the following distinction.
Definition 4.4.14. Let S be a candidate pr ,nq-type. We say that S is column full
if S is full in the sense of Definition 4.3.3, i.e. if for each i P rr s there exists j P rns
such that i P S j . We say that S is row full if SJ is full, i.e. if for each j P rns there
exists i P rns such that j P SJi or, equivalently, such that i P S j .
For types of points in the nucleus of a fuzzy relation we have the following
result.
Lemma 4.4.15. Let S “ typeM pv q for some v P FixópM q. Then S is column full
and row full.
Proof. SinceS is a type, wemust haveS j ‰ H for each j P rns, i.e. for each j P rns
there exists i P rr s such that i P S j . Hence S is row full and SJ is column full. But
by Proposition 4.4.7, SJ is the type ofw “ M ˚pv q, and we must therefore have
for each i P rr s some j P rns such that j P SJi , i.e. SJ must be row full. Hence S is
column full. 
An exactly similar result holds for types of points in FixòpM q. We simply say
that the type of a point in FixópM q or FixòpM q is full since such a type is both
column full and row full.
It is shown in [13, Corollary 12] that in the tropical setting a polyhedronCV pSq is
bounded if and only if S is full, i.e. if for each i P rr s there exists j P rnswith i P S j .
Since p0, 1sr is a bounded subset of Rr , every subset X Ă p0, 1sr is necessarily
bounded, so we need a slightly subtler notion.
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Definition 4.4.16. Let X Ă p0, 1sr . We say that X is well-bounded if it does not
contain any points with any coordinate arbitrarily close to 0, i.e. if there exists
ε ą 0 such that X Ă pε, 1sr .
It is easy to see that a subset X Ă p0, 1sr is well-bounded if and only if the set
φpX q Ă TPr is bounded. The following result follows from [13, Corollary 12].
Corollary 4.4.17. A cellC colM pSq orC rowM pSq is well-bounded if and only if S is full.
As mentioned in the remark above, the fact thatC colM pSq andC rowM pSq can be
defined in terms of cells in tropical projecive space means that results from [13]
can easily be carried over. The most important of these are summed up the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.4.18. LetM : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between finite
sets, with |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. The collection of convex polyhedraC colM pSq, where
S ranges over all types, defines a cell decomposition of p0, 1sr . That is
1. Every v P p0, 1sr lies in some cellC colM pSq;
2. Each cellC colM pSq is a convex polyhedron;
3. The faces ofC colM pSq are precisely those cellsC colM pT q for which S Ď T ;
4. Every cellC colM pSq for a candidate pr ,nq-type S is equal toC colM pT q for some
actual pr ,nq-typeT ;
5. The intersection ofC colM pSq andC colM pT q is a face of bothC colM pSq andC colM pT q.
The set FixópM q is equal to the union of all well-bounded cells C colM pSq, i.e.
thoseC colM pSq for which S is (column) full. This gives FixópM q the structure of a cell
complex.
Corresponding results hold for the setsC rowM pSq, giving a cell decomposition of
p0, 1sn and a cell complex structure on FixòpM q.
Definition 4.4.19. As for general tropical hyperplane arrangements, for a can-
didate pr ,nq-type S we can define the set of points in p0, 1sr ˆ p0, 1sn whose type
contains S as
CM pSq “ tpv ,wq P p0, 1sr ˆ p0, 1sn | S Ď typeM pv ,wqu, (4.22)
where we say that a matrix A P t0, 1ur`1,n`1 is contained in B P t0, 1ur`1,n`1 if
ai j ď bi j for all i P rr s and j P rns.
A direct cell complex structure on NucM can also be obtained by adapting
the unbounded polyhedron PV described in the proof of [13, Lemma 22].
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Figure 4.9: The cell decomposition of the set FixópM q for the matrix
´
1{4 1{2 3{4
1{5 1{3 1{4
¯
in r0, 1sr . Types are shown in the form of marked bipartite graphs (cf. Example
4.3.4). The three spanning vectors appear as 0-cells, marked in red.
The next example illustrates the cell complex structure of FixópM q.
Example 4.4.20. Consider the matrix
M “
˜
1{4 1{2 3{4
1{5 1{3 1{4
¸
,
regarded as a fuzzy relationbetweenfinite sets. The set FixópM q is shown inFigure
4.9. The types are labelled with their corresponding marked bipartite graphs (cf.
Example 4.3.4).
As another example to help illustrate the additional structure that the cell
decomposition provides, consider the sets FixópM q and FixòpM q of Figure 3.6,
depicted in Figure 4.10 with their cell complex structure.
Definition 4.4.21. Two fuzzy relations are said to have the same combinatorial
type if their nuclei have the same types up to relabelling.
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Figure 4.10: The sets FixópM q and FixòpM q of Figure 3.6 as cell complexes. 0-cells
are represented by dots (the green dots are the spanning 0-cells), 1-cells by thick
line segments, and 2-cells by shaded grey regions.
We can combine Theorem 4.4.18 with [13, Theorem 1] to get the following
result.
Theorem 4.4.22. There is a natural bijection between combinatorial types of non-
vanishing fuzzy relationsM : X { Y , where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n and regular
subdivisions of the product of simplices ∆r ˆ ∆n .
Applying Proposition 4.4.7 and Theorem 4.4.18 together with [13, Theorem 23]
then gives an explicit correspondence between FixópM q and FixòpM q in which
each cellC colM pSq is sent to the cellC rowM pSq and vice versa. This correspondence is
an isomorphism of cell complexes in the sense that k -cell are mapped to k -cells
and the faces of a given cell are mapped to faces of the image of that cell.
Theorem 4.4.23. LetM : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between finite
sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Then the restrictions of the mapsM ˚ : p0, 1sr Ñ
p0, 1sn andM˚ : p0, 1sn Ñ p0, 1sr provide an explicit isomorphism of cell complexes
between FixópM q and FixòpM q.
4.4.1 Generic nuclei
In order to transfer some further results, we need to translate what it means for
the columns or rows of a fuzzy relation to be in “general position”.
In the tropical setting we have the following definition:
Definition 4.4.24. The tropical determinant of a pk ˆk q-matrixM is the tropical
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polynomial
det‘dpM q :“
à
σPSymk
˜
kä
i“1
miσpiq
¸
,
where Symk is the symmetric group of permutations of k elements. A matrixM
is said to be tropically singular if this minimum is attained at least twice.
For more information on the tropical determinant, see [11, 53].
Definition 4.4.25. AmatrixM P p0, 1sr ,n considered as a fuzzy relation between
finite sets is said to be generic if no pkˆk q-submatrix of φpM q is tropically singular.
We say that a fuzzy relation between finite sets is generic if its matrix is generic. If
M is generic we say that the rows and columns ofM are in general position.
Example 4.4.26. LetM “
˜
1{2 1{3
1{4 2{3
¸
. Then φpM q “
¨˚
˝0 0 00 ´1 ´ log2 3
0 ´2 1´ log2 3
‹˛‚, so
det‘dpφpM qq “ pφpmq11 d φpmq22 d φpmq33q ‘ pφpmq12 d φpmq21 d φpmq33q
‘ pφpmq13 d φpmq22 d φpmq31q ‘ pφpmq11 d φpmq23 d φpmq32q
‘ pφpmq12 d φpmq23 d φpmq31q ‘ pφpmq13 d φpmq21 d φpmq32q
“ p0d´1d 1´ log2 3q ‘ p0d 0d 1´ log2 3q ‘ p0d´1d 0q
‘ p0d´ log2 3d´2q ‘ p0d´ log2 3d 0q ‘ p0d 0d´2q
“ p´ log2 3q ‘ p1´ log2 3q ‘ p´1q ‘ p´2´ log2 3q
‘ p´ log2 3q ‘ p´2q
“ ´2´ log2 3.
Since this minimum is attained only once (for the transposition σ “ p23q), the
matrixM isnot singular. Thus the vectors
´
1{2
1{4
¯
and
´
1{3
2{3
¯
are in general position
in r0, 1s2.
It can be shown that a matrixM is generic if none of its columns can be ob-
tained from the others via the box operations. This follows from a corresponding
statement about tropical determinants; see [53].
The main result of [13] is the theorem that there is a bijection between trop-
ical complexes generated by r points in TPn´1 and regular triangulations of the
product of simplices∆r ˆ∆n . By the same argument it can be shown that nuclear
complexes of pr ˆ nq-matrices in r0, 1sr ˆ r0, 1sn are in bijection with regular
triangulations of the higher-dimensional product of simplices ∆r`1 ˆ ∆n`1. The
extra dimensions arise from the variables v 0 andw 0.
The next result is a translation of [13, Corollary 25]. We spell out some points
in the proof which were only very briefly explained in the original.
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Theorem 4.4.27. Let M : X { Y be a non-vanishing fuzzy relation between
finite sets, where |X | “ r and |Y | “ n. Then the number of k -cells in the cell
decomposition ofNucpM q is equal to the multinomial coefficientˆ
r ` n ´ k
r ´ k , n ´ k , k
˙
“ pr ` n ´ k q!pr ´ k q! ¨ pn ´ k q! ¨ k ! .
Proof. This follows from [13, Corollary 25]. By Theorem 4.4.18 and the results
leading up to it, the cell complex structure on NucpM q is equivalent to the cell
complex structure on a tropical complex of n ` 1 points in TPr . The number of
k -cells can then be counted for a specific example, since all generic tropical com-
plexes of n ` 1 points in TPr have the same number of k -cells. This is essentially
because tropical complexes correspond to triangulations of ∆r ˆ ∆n with the
k -cells of the tropical complex corresponding to interior faces of codimension k
in the triangulation. The polytope ∆r ˆ ∆n is known to be equidecomposable,
meaning every triangulation has the same number of cells of each dimension,
i.e. every triangulation has the same f -vector (a sequence of integers listing the
number of faces of each dimension). See the original proof for further details on
this point.
All of this holds for the spaces FixópM q and FixòpM q, since these are iso-
morphic to tropical convex hulls. In other words, we can pick any generic fuzzy
span X “ span‘dtx1, . . . , xnu of n points in p0, 1sr and compute the number of
k -cells in X , knowing by the argument above that it doesn’t matter which fuzzy
span we pick.
We therefore choose the fuzzy span of the columns of the pr ˆ nq-matrix
M “
¨˚
˚˝˚
1
2
1
4
1
8 ¨ ¨ ¨
1
4
1
16
1
64 ¨ ¨ ¨
1
8
1
64
1
512 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
. . .
‹˛‹‹‚,
where each entry is given by mi j “ 2´i j . This is depicted in Figure 4.11. M is
generic, since it is not possible to obtain any column ofM from the others via the
box operations.
Let v P span‘dpColpM qq. Let j ă l . We claim that the sets S j and Sl are
intervals and intersect in at most one point, in which case the intersection is the
largest element of S j and the smallest element of Sl . To see this, let i P S j and
k P Sl . The first of these statements means that vi ¨ w j “ mi j , which implies,
since all components are positive, that
mi j
v i
ď mk j
vk
.
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Figure 4.11: A generic fuzzy span.
Similarly, k P Sl implies
mkl
vk
ď mil
v i
.
Multiplying these two inequalities together and then multiplying through by vivk
implies
mi j ¨mkl ď mil ¨mk j .
Sincemi j “ 2´i j for all i P rr s and j P rns and j ă l this implies i ď k . Each S j
is non-empty and, since the types of points in span‘dpColpM qq are full, each i
lies in some j . This means that the sets S j must be intervals. It follows that the
number of types with k degrees of freedom is equal to the number of ways of
covering n ` 1 points with r ` 1 intervals such that Sl X Sl`1 ‰ H for exactly k
values of l .
Such a covering can be represented compactly by duplicating those points
that are contained in two or more intervals, marking overlapping intervals with
horizontal lines, and disjoint intervals with vertical lines. For example, the type
S “
¨˚
˚˝˚1 0 01 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 1
‹˛‹‹‚
has S0 “ t0, 1u, S1 “ t1u, S2 “ t2, 3u and corresponds to the following covering of
t0, 1, 2, 3u:
In general, there are r ` n ´ k spaces between points in such a diagram, k
of which must be filled with vertical lines and r ´ k of which must be filled with
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horizontal lines, so it is clear that the number of possible diagrams is equal to the
stated multinomial coefficient. (In the example above, r “ 2, n “ 3, and k “ 1,
so by hypothesis S is one 1-cell out of 2`3´1!p2´1q!p3´1q!1! “ 12 in total.)
To prove the theorem, we must show that not only does every point in
span‘dpColpM qq have a type of this form, but that every type of this form is in
fact the type of a point in span‘dpColpM qq.
Given a type S “ pS0, . . . ,Snqwith these properties, which for convenience
we will refer to as the covering properties, i.e. such that
1. each S j is an interval,
2. if i P S j , k P Sl and j ă l then i ď k ,
3. maxpS j q ď minpS j`1q,
4. each i P rr s is in some S j ,
we define a vector that lies in span‘dpColpM qq and has the desired type.
Let c0 “ 0 and for each i P rr s, let ci “ 12pmaxpSJi´1q `minpSJi qq. Then for
each i P rr s set
vi “ 2´Ci , (4.23)
where SJ is the transpose of S andCk is the k th partial sum of the ci , i.e.Ck “
c0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ck . Note that by the third covering property above, the sequence
c0, c1, c2, . . . is increasing and each ci ě 1. This means the partial sums are also
increasing.
We claim that typeM pv q “ S . To prove this we must show that whenw “
M ˚pv qwe have v i ¨w j “ mi j precisely when i P S j .
Substituting in (4.23) we see thatw “ M ˚pv q has coordinates
w j “ min0ďkďrtvk zmk ju
“ min
0ďkďrt2
´Ck z2´k ju
“ min
0ďkďrt2
Ck´k ju
and so it follows that we need to show that
2Ci´i j “ min
0ďkďrt2
Ck´k ju if and only if i P S j .
This further reduces to showing that
Ci ´ i j “ min0ďkďrtCk ´ k ju if and only if i P S j .
The result follows from the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.4.28. Let S “ pS0, . . . ,Snq be a type satisfying the covering properties
listed above and define c0 “ 0, ci :“ 12pmaxpSJi´1q `minpSJi qq for i P rr s. Then
iÿ
l“0
cl ´ i j “ min0ďkďr
#
kÿ
l“0
cl ´ k j
+
(4.24)
if and only if i P S j .
Proof. Write T “ SJ. It is straightforward to check that if S “ pS0, . . . ,Snq
satisfies the covering properties above, then so doesT , once subscripts have been
changed appropriately.
Suppose that i P S j , so j P Ti . It follows that minpTi q ď j and maxpTi q ě j ,
hence
minpSl q ď minpTi q ď j for all l ď i ,
maxpSl q ě maxpTi q ě j for all l ě i .
First, let k ď i . Then
iÿ
l“0
cl “
kÿ
l“0
cl `
iÿ
l“k`1
cl
ď
kÿ
l“0
cl ` pi ´ k qj
since cl ď minpTl q ď j for all l ď i . Hence, for k ď i ,
iÿ
l“0
cl ´ i j ď
kÿ
l“0
cl ´ k j .
Similarly, for k ě i we have
kÿ
l“0
cl “
iÿ
l“0
cl `
kÿ
l“i`1
cl
“
iÿ
l“0
cl `
k´1ÿ
l“i
cl`1
ě
iÿ
l“0
cl ` pk ´ iqj
since cl`1 ě maxpTl q ě j for all l ě i . Hence, for k ě i ,
iÿ
l“0
cl ´ i j ď
kÿ
l“0
cl ´ k j .
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This completes the proof that if i P S j then
iÿ
l“0
cl ´ i j “ min0ďkďr
#
kÿ
l“0
cl ´ k j
+
.
To prove the converse, assume that equation (4.24) holds. We will show that
j P Ti . Since Ti is an interval, it is sufficient to prove that minpTi q ď j and
maxpTi q ě j .
If i “ 0 then minpTi q “ 0 ď j . Otherwise it follows immediately from
equation (4.24) that for k ă i
iÿ
l“k`1
cl ď pi ´ k qj .
In particular, for k “ i ´ 1 this reduces to ci ď j , i.e. 12pmaxpTi´1q`minpTi qq ď j .
By the third and fourth covering properties ofT , either maxpTi´1q “ minpTi q, in
which case minpTi q ď j as required, or maxpTi´1q “ minpTi q ´ 1, in which case
minpTi q ď j ` 12 , but this also implies minpTi q ď j since minpTi qmust be an
integer.
If i “ r thenmaxpTi q “ n ě j . Otherwise, in a similar way to above, for k ą i
we have, again from equation (4.24), that
kÿ
l“i`1
cl ě pk ´ iqj .
For k “ i ` 1 this reduces to ci`1 “ 12pmaxpTi q `minpTi`1qq ě j . By a similar
argument to the above it follows that maxpTi q ě j . Hence j P Ti , i.e. i P S j . 
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Chapter 5
Computing the nucleus
In this chapter we discuss somemethods for computing the fuzzy concept com-
plex. We use some ideas from [1] and [29].
Wehave seen that the nucleus of a non-vanishing fuzzy relation betweenfinite
sets is equal to the union of closed cells of the formCM pSq, where S ranges over all
pr ,nq-types that are full. Therefore, one approach to computing the nucleus of a
fuzzy relation between finite sets would be the brute force approach of attempting
to solve the systems of equations and inequalities described by each full candidate
pr ,nq-type. Unsurprisingly, this is not an effective method of computation.
We can be muchmore efficient with our search if we know some cells that are
guaranteed to appear. In the first section of this chapter we prove the existence of
certain 0-cells that must lie in FixópM q for a given non-vanishing fuzzy relation
between finite sets.
5.1 Fuzzy sums and fuzzy scales
In this section we introduce some fundamental operations on points in the fuzzy
concept complex and prove the existence of certain guaranteed 0-cells.
Definition 5.1.1. In Chapter 2 we saw how the space r0, 1sr ,1 can be considered as
a module over the semiring pr0, 1s, min, ¨q, where for v ,v 1 P r0, 1sr ,1 and λ P r0, 1s
the operations‘ andd are given by
pv ‘ v 1qi “ min
 
vi ,v 1i
(
(5.1)
pλ d v qi “ λzvi (5.2)
for i P rr s. We refer to the vector v ‘ v 1 as the sum of v and v 1 and we refer to the
vector λ d v as the λ-scale of v .
The sum and scaling operations are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The fuzzy sum of two points and the λ-scale of a point (here λ “ 4{9).
The line segments are for illustrative purposes only.
For a given fuzzy relationM , Theorem 3.3.9 shows that the spaces FixópM q –
FixòpM q – NucpM q are closed under these operations. However, taking sums
and scales of points does not generally preserve the dimension of the cells they
lie in. For example, if v ,v 1 P FixópM q are 0-cells it is not generally the case that
v ‘ v 1 or λ d v are 0-cells. The next very simple example illustrates this point.
Example 5.1.2. Consider the matrix
M “
˜
1{2 1{4
1{4 2{3
¸
It is easy to check that v “ ` 11{2 ˘ and v 1 “ ` 3{81 ˘ are both 0-cells in FixópM q.
However, their sum v ‘ v 1 “
´
3{8
1{2
¯
lies in a 2-cell. See Figure 5.2.
Lemma 5.1.3. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be thematrix of a fuzzy relation between finite sets.
Letv P FixópM q and let S “ typeM pv q. Thenv is a 0-cell if and only if, for all i , i 1 P
rr s there exist j1, j2, . . . , jN P rns (notnecessarily distinct) andk1,k2, . . . ,kN´1 P rr s
(also not necessarily distinct) such that i ,k1 P S j1 ,k1,k2 P S j2 , . . . ,kN´1, i 1 P S jN .
Proof. Recall that the dimension of an pr ,nq-type S is equal to one less than the
number of connected components of the graphGS , whereGS has vertex set rr s
and an edge between i and i 1 if and only if there exists j P rns such that i P S j
and i 1 P S j . The stated condition is satisfied precisely whenGS is connected, in
which case dimpSq “ 1´ 1 “ 0. 
First we show that columns ofM are 0-cells.
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Figure 5.2: The fuzzy sum of two 0-cells in FixópM q is not necessarily a 0-cell.
The cell complex illustrated is the generated by the two vectors marked in green,
corresponding to the columns of a fuzzy relation. This cell complex consists of
six 0-cells, six 1-cells and one 2-cell (shaded in grey). The fuzzy sum of the two
black 0-cells, marked in red, is not a 0-cell, but instead lies in the 2-cell.
Proposition 5.1.4. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be thematrix of a fuzzy relation between finite
sets. For l P rns, let c l “ m‚l P ColpM q be the l th column ofM . Then c l is a 0-cell.
Proof. First, note that for j P rnswe have pM ˚pc l qqj “ min1ďiďr tmilzmi j u so, in
particular, pM ˚pc l qql “ 1. So for all i P rr swe have pc l qi ¨M ˚pc l ql “ pc l qi “ mil .
If S “ typeM pc l q, we therefore have i P Sl for all i P rr s. In other words, the l th
column of the matrix representation of S consists entirely of 1s.
The result follows from Lemma 5.1.3. 
More generally, fuzzy sums of columns ofM are 0-cells.
Proposition 5.1.5. Let M P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between
finite sets. Let L Ď rns be a (finite) subset of the column indices of M , and let
cL “ÐlPL c l . Then cL is a 0-cell.
Proof. For each l P L , by definition cLi ď c li “ mil for all i P rr s. Thus for all l P L ,
pM ˚pcLqql “ min1ďiďrtc
L
i zmilu “ 1.
Hence pcLq0 ¨ M ˚pcLql “ 1 “ m00, so 0 P Sl for all l P L. In other words, if
S “ typeM pcLq, the top row of the matrix representation of S has a 1 in each
column in L .
Now, as L is finite, for each i P rr s, there exists l P L such that cLi “ c li “ mil
and so cLi ¨M ˚pcLql “ mil , so i P Sl . It follows from Lemma 5.1.3 that cL is a 0-cell.

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Definition 5.1.6. Let v ,v 1 P p0, 1sr be such that vi ď v 1i for all i P rr s. Let
λ “ min
1ďiďr
"
v 1i
vi
*
(5.3)
and let k be a value of i for which this minimum is attained, i.e. k is such that
λ “ v 1k {vk . Note that there is not necessarily a unique k with this property. The
(1-)scale of v towards v 1 is the vector Scpv ,v 1qwith coordinates
Scpv ,v 1qi “ λvi “
ˆ
v 1k
vk
˙
vi (5.4)
for i P rr s. When v 1 is the unique vector with v 1i “ 1 for all i P rr s, we abbreviate
Scpv ,v 1q to Scpv q, and simply call it the (1-)scale of v .
Scaling v towards v 1 once results in a vector whose coordinates agree with
v 1 in coordinate k , i.e. Scpv ,v 1qk “ v 1k . Note, however, that if this is already the
case, i.e. if there is any i P rr s for which vi “ v 1i , then λ “ 1 and Scpv ,v 1q “ v .
Because of this fact, in order to continue scaling v towards v 1 we cannot simply
define the 2-scale ofv towardsv 1 recursively as Sc2pv ,v 1q “ ScpScpv ,v 1q,v 1q, since
Scpv ,v 1qk “ v 1k by construction. Instead, we wish to ignore those coordinates
which have already been fully scaled up.
Define λ1, . . . , λr and k1, . . . ,kr such that
λ1 “
v 1k1
vk1
“ min
1ďiďr
"
v 1i
vi
*
λ2 “
v 1k2
vk2
“ min
1ďiďr
#
v 1i
vi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ i ‰ k1
+
...
λr “
v 1kr
vkr
“ min
1ďiďr
#
v 1i
vi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ i R tk1, . . . ,kr´1u
+
.
This gives an ordering of rr s based on how close v is to v 1 in each coordinate. We
have λ1 ď λ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λr by construction. To repeatedly scale one vector towards
another we keep scaling in this order, keeping coordinates fixed once they have
been scaled fully.
We can nowmake the following definition.
Definition 5.1.7. Let v ,v 1 P r0, 1sr be such that vi ď v 1i for all i P rr s and let
R P rr s. The R-scale of v towards v 1 is the vector ScRpv ,v 1q P r0, 1sr with
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Sc0pv ,v 1q “ v ,
ScRpv ,v 1qi “
#
v 1i if i P tk1, . . . ,kRu
µR ScR´1pv ,v 1qi otherwise
where
µR “ min1ďiďr
#
v 1i
ScR´1pv ,v 1qi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ i R tk1, . . . ,kR´1u
+
. (5.5)
Again, when v 1 is the unique vector with v 1i “ 1 for all i P rr s, we abbreviate
ScRpv ,v 1q to ScRpv q, and simply call it the R-scale of v .
Lemma 5.1.8. Let R P rr s. The R-scale of v towards v 1 has coordinates
ScRpv ,v 1qi “
#
v 1i if i P tk1, . . . ,kRu
λRvi otherwise,
(5.6)
for i P rr s.
Proof. For R “ 1, we have, by Definition 5.1.7, that Sc1pv ,v 1qk1 “ v 1k1 and that
Sc1pv ,v 1qi “ µ1v “ λ1v for i ‰ k1 as required. Again by Definition 5.1.7, we find
that ScRpv ,v 1qi “ v 1i for i P tk1, . . . ,kRu. Suppose that ScR´1pv ,v 1q satisfies (5.6).
By (5.5),
µR “ min1ďiďr
#
v 1i
ScR´1pv ,v 1qi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ i R tk1, . . . ,kR´1u
+
“ min
1ďiďr
#
v 1i
λR´1vi
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ i R tk1, . . . ,kR´1u
+
(by the induction hypothesis)
“ 1
λR´1
v 1kR
vkR
“ λR
λR´1
,
so
ScRpv ,v 1qi “ µR ScR´1pv ,v 1qi “ λR
λR´1
λR´1vkR “ λRvi ,
for all i R tk1, . . . ,kRu, as required.
The result follows by induction. 
Proposition 5.1.9. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be thematrix of a fuzzy relation between finite
sets and let l , l 1 P rns be column indices such thatmil ď mil 1 for all i P rr s. Then
ScRpc l , c l 1q is a 0-cell for all R P rr s.
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Figure 5.3: Scalingone0-cell towards another. The line segments are for illustrative
purposes only.
Proof. First note that, by Lemma 5.1.8,
ScRpc l , c l 1qk “ c l 1k “ mkl 1
for all k P tk1, . . . ,kRu and
ScRpc l , c l 1qi “ λRc li “
˜
c l
1
kR
c lkR
¸
c li “
ˆ
mkR l 1
mkR l
˙
mil
otherwise. The condition thatmil ď mil 1 together with the fact that λ ď 1 implies
that λRmil ď mil 1 for all i P rr s, so pλRmil q zmil 1 “ 1 for all i P rr s. Thus, by
definition ofM ˚,
M ˚pScRpc l , c l 1qql 1 “ min1ďiďr tpλRmil q zmil 1u “ 1.
Hence
ScRpc l , c l 1q0 ¨M ˚pScRpc l , c l
1qql 1 “ 1 “ m0l 1
so 0 P Sl 1 and, for k P tk1, . . . ,kRu,
ScRpc l , c l 1qk ¨M ˚pScRpc l , c l 1qql 1 “ mkl 1
so k P Sl 1 for each k P tk1, . . . ,kRu, where S “ typeM pScRpc l , c l 1qq.
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Because λR ď 1 we also havemil ď λRmil for all i P rr s, so looking at the l th
coordinate we see
M ˚pScRpc l , c l 1qql “ min1ďiďr tpλRmil q zmilu
“ min
1ďiďr
"
mil
λRmil
*
(by definition of truncated division)
“ 1
λR
“ mkR l
mkR l 1
.
Hence
ScRpc l , c l 1qkR ¨M ˚pScRpc l , c l 1qql “ mkR l 1 ¨
mkR l
mkR l 1
“ mkR l
and, for i P rr sztk1, . . . ,kRu,
ScRpc l , c l 1qi ¨M ˚pScRpc l , c l 1qql “ mil
ˆ
mkR l 1
mkR l
˙ˆ
mkR l
mkR l 1
˙
“ mil
so kR P Sl and i P Sl , for all i P rr sztk1, . . . ,kRu.
Taking N “ 2, j1 “ l , j2 “ l 1 and k “ kR in Lemma 5.1.3 it follows that
ScRpc l , c l 1q is a 0-cell. 
Proposition 5.1.10. Let M P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between
finite sets and let l , l 1 P rns be column indices ofM . Then ScRpc l ‘c l 1 , c l q is a 0-cell
for all R P rr s.
Proof. For each i P rr s, either pc l ‘ c l 1qi “ mil or pc l ‘ c l 1qi “ mil 1 , depending
on whethermil ď mil 1 or vice versa. For a given i P rr swe find, via Lemma 5.1.8,
that
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qi “ mil ď mil 1
in the first case, and
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qi “ mkR l
mkR l 1
mil 1 ď mil
in the second case. It follows that
M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql “ min1ďiďrtmilzmilu “ 1
and
M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql 1 “ min1ďiďr
"ˆ
mkR l
mkR l 1
mil 1
˙
zmil 1
*
“ mkR l 1
mkR l
.
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So, ifmil ď mil 1 , then
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qi ¨M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql “ mil ¨ 1 “ mil ,
and ifmil 1 ď mil , then
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qi ¨M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql 1 “ mil 1 mkR l
mkR l 1
¨ mkR l 1
mkR l
“ mil 1 .
Hence, if S “ typeM pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qq, we have shown that for all i P rr s, either
i P Sl or i P Sl 1 (possibly both).
Next, note that ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qkR “ mkR l by definition. Hence,
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qkR ¨M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql “ mkR l ¨ 1 “ mkR l
and
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qkR ¨M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql 1 “ mkR l ¨
mkR l 1
mkR l
“ mkR l 1 .
This means that kR P Sl and kR P Sl 1 .
Finally, we note that ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l q0 ¨M ˚pScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qql “ 1 “ m00, so
0 P Sl .
Taking N “ 2, j1 “ l , j2 “ l 1 and k “ kR in Lemma 5.1.3 it follows that
ScRpc l ‘ c l 1 , c l q is a 0-cell. 
Example 5.1.11. Note that if L Ă rns and l 1 P L it is generally not the case that
the point ScRpÐlPL c l , c l 1q is a 0-cell if |L | ą 2. For example, consider the matrix
M “
¨˚
˚˝˚1{4 1{2 2{34{5 1{3 1{5
3{4 1{4 2{3
1 1{2 5{6
‹˛‹‹‚.
The sum of all three columns ofM is the column vector
c “
¨˚
˚˝˚1{41{5
1{4
1{2
‹˛‹‹‚
and the first non-trivial scale of this towards c 1 P ColpM q is obtained by multiply-
ing all but the first coordinate by λ “ 2:
Sc1pc , c 1q “
¨˚
˚˝˚1{42{5
1{2
1
‹˛‹‹‚.
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This vector has dual
M ˚pSc1pc , c 1qq “
´
1 1{2 1{2
¯
;
its type matrix can then be seen to be¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚,
from which it is clear that Sc1pc , c 1q is not a 0-cell. (In fact, in this case this is a
1-cell.)
Based on numerical experimentation, the correct generalisation of Proposi-
tion 5.1.10 appears to be the following.
Conjecture 5.1.12. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between sets.
Let L Ď rns be column indices and let l 1 P L . Then for all R P rr s, the vector
ScR
˜ð
lPL
c l ,
ð
lPLztl 1u
c l
¸
is a 0-cell.
Since the cell complex structure of FixòpM q is isomorphic to the cell complex
structure of FixópM q and RowpM q “ ColpMJq, all of the above statements are
true for row vectors in FixòpM q. This also allows us to compute additional 0-cells
in FixópM q usingM˚. Note that FixópM q “ FixòpMJq and FixópMJq “ FixòpM q.
Lemma 5.1.13. Ifw P p0, 1sn is a 0-cell in FixòpM q thenM˚pwq P p0, 1sr is a 0-cell
in FixópM q.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.4.23. 
Lemma 5.1.14. If v P FixópM q, then the dimension of the cell in FixópM q contain-
ing v is equal to the dimension of the cell in FixòpM q containingM ˚pv q.
Proof. Since typeM pv q “ typeM pM ˚pv qqJ and the dimension of a cell is entirely
determinedby the typedata, it follows immediately that thedimensions agree. 
We have the following corollaries. We prove the first of these explicitly; the
others can be proved in exactly the same way.
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Corollary 5.1.15. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between finite
sets. For k P rr s, let dk “ mk‚ P RowpM q be the k th row ofM . ThenM˚pdk q is a
0-cell in FixópM q.
Proof. Since RowpM q “ ColpMJq, we have dk P ColpMJq. Thus, by Proposition
5.1.4, dk is a 0-cell in FixópMJq “ FixòpM q. Then, by Lemma 5.1.13,M˚pdk q is a
0-cell in FixópM q. 
Corollary 5.1.16. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between finite
sets. LetK Ď rr s be a (finite) subset of the row indices ofM , and letdK “ÐkPK dk .
ThenM˚pdK q is a 0-cell in FixópM q.
Corollary 5.1.17. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between finite
sets and let k ,k 1 P rr s be row indices such thatmk j ď mk 1 j for all j P rns. Then
M˚pScN pdk ,dk 1qq P FixópM q is a 0-cell for allN P rns.
Corollary 5.1.18. LetM P p0, 1sr ,n be the matrix of a fuzzy relation between finite
sets and let k ,k 1 P rr s be row indices ofM . ThenM˚pScN pc l ‘ c l 1 , c l qq P FixópM q
is a 0-cell for allN P rns.
5.2 A heuristic for computing the skeleton of FixópM q
The author has produced a Sage program for computing the 1-skeleton of the
nucleus, based on a heuristic whereby we start with certain 0-cells that are known
to lie in the nucleus, and then calculate a list of potential types of neighbouring 1-
cells. We can use some of the guaranteed 0-cells described in the previous section,
for instance. This provides a much smaller list of candidate types for which to
then attempt to find a solution to the corresponding system of equations and
inequalities. Oncewehavedeterminedwhichof these candidate types are actually
types of 1-cells, by successfully solving the system of equations and inequalities
they describe, we calculate a list of potential neighbouring 0-cells, which we then
attempt to solve. We repeat this process until we reach an iteration in which no
new cells are discovered. Since the nucleus of a non-vanishing fuzzy relation is
always connected, it is therefore reasonable to assume that all 0- and 1-cells in
the nucleus have been found.
We refrain from referring to this approach as an algorithm as it has not been
proven to be successful in every case, although its effectiveness, at least in low
dimensions, is backed up by empirical evidence.
The program can be used to produce graphical representations of the nucleus,
as in Figure 5.4.
The difficulty with the heuristic described above is computing the neighbour-
ing cells. One way to do this is to try adding or removing equations until the rank
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Figure 5.4: The 1-skeleton of the fuzzy concept complex of a fuzzy relation. The
points corresponding to the columns of the matrix of the relation are highlighted
in green.
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of the system changes in the appropriate direction, but this is in inefficient. Trop-
ical oriented matroids allow amuchmore direct computation of neighbouring
types, as described in the next section.
5.3 Tropical orientedmatroids
Matroids were introduced by Whitney [59] as a way of unifying and generalising
ideas about linear independence arising in linear algebra and graph theory. A
brief introduction can be found in [46].
Oriented matroids allow one to describe arrangements of ordinary hyper-
planes. They consist of covectors which encode which side of each hyperplane
a given point lies, in much the same way that the type of a point in tropical
space encodes in which sector of each tropical hyperplane the point lies. The
correspondence between oriented matroids and hyperplane arrangements is not
one-to-one: every arrangement of hyperplanes gives rise to an oriented matroid,
but not every oriented matroid is obtained from an arrangement of hyperplanes.
However, every oriented matroid does correspond to an arrangement of pseudo-
hyperplanes. Orientedmatroidshavebeenused inawide rangeof areas, including
linear programming.
In [1], Ardila and Develin introduced tropical oriented matroids to describe
arrangements of tropical hyperplanes. Again, tropical oriented matroids do not
correspond bijectively with tropical hyperplane arrangements, but they do cor-
respond bijectively with tropical pseudohyperplane arrangements. Topological
representation theorems to that effect have been proved in [23, 24].
We restate some definitions from [1], translated to use our own conventions.
Definition 5.3.1. A type with parameters pr ,nq, or an pr ,nq-type is an n-tuple of
subsets of rr s.
Note that this is different to how we defined an pr ,nq-type in the previous
chapter, where it was an pn ` 1q-tuple of subsets of rr s.
Definition 5.3.2. Let A and B be pr ,nq-types. The comparability graph CGA,B
has vertex set rr swith an edge between i1 and i2 whenever i1 P Aj and i2 P Bj for
some j P rns. The edge ti1, i2u is undirected if i1, i2 P Aj X Bj and directed i1 Ñ i2
otherwise.
The comparability graph of two types is a mathematical object called a semi-
directed graph, or semidigraph. This just means it has some directed edges and
some undirected edges.
Definition 5.3.3. An ordered partition of a finite set X is an ordered tuple P “
pP1, . . . ,Pdq of subsets of X such that for each x P X there is exactly one index
k P rds such that x P Pk .
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Definition 5.3.4. Given an pr ,nq-type A “ pA1, . . . ,Ar q and an ordered partition
P “ pP1, . . . ,Pdq of rr s, the refinement of A with respect to P is the pr ,nq-type AP
with
pAP qj “ Aj X Pmpjq, (5.7)
wherempj q is the largest index in rds for which Aj X Pmpjq ‰ H. A refinement AP
is total if each of its entries is a singleton set.
Example 5.3.5. Let r “ n “ 3. Let A “ pt1, 2u, t1u, t3uq be a type and let
P “ pt2, 3u, t1uq be an ordered partition of rns “ t1, 2, 3u. Then we find
A1 X P1 “ t2u ‰ H, A1 X P2 “ t1u ‰ H ùñ mp1q “ 2,
A2 X P1 “ H, A2 X P2 “ t1u ‰ H ùñ mp2q “ 2,
A3 X P1 “ t3u ‰ H, A3 X P2 “ H ùñ mp3q “ 1.
SoAP “ pA1XP2,A2XP2,A3XP1q “ pt1u, t1u, t3uq. Since each entry is a singleton,
AP is a total refinement.
Each ordered partition of rr s determines a vector in Rr . Given an ordered
partition P “ pP1, . . . ,Pdq define f : rr s Ñ rns by taking f piq to be the unique
k P rds such that i P Pk . Write f pP q for the vector pf p1q, . . . , f pr qq P Rr . By
applying the usual isomorphism Rd – TPd´1 this also gives a vector in TPd´1.
Example 5.3.6. Consider the oriented partition P “ pt2, 3u, t1uq of the previ-
ous example. It is easy to see that f p1q “ 2, while f p2q “ f p3q “ 1. Hence P
corresponds to the vector f pP q “ p2, 1, 1q P R3. This projectivises to the vector
p0,´1,´1q P TP2, which can be represented by the vector p´1,´1q P R2.
The upshot of this is that given any type we can immediately compute all
neighbouring types of higher dimension by simply evaluating the refinement of
our type with respect to each possible ordered partition. This essentially tells us,
for each ordered partition P , what type we hit next if we move infinitessimally in
the direction of the vector f pP q described above.
Definition 5.3.7. A tropical oriented matroid M with parameters pr ,nq consists
of a set of pr ,nq-types subject to the following four conditions.
• Boundary. For each i P rr s, the type i “ ptiu, . . . , tiuq is inM .
• Elimination. If A and B are types inM and j P rns, then there is a typeC
inM withC j “ Aj Y Bj andCk P tAk ,Bk ,Ak Y Bk u for all k P rns.
• Comparability. If A and B are types inM , the comparability graph CGA,B
is acyclic.
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Figure 5.5: The skeleta of two fuzzy spans with the same underlying set but differ-
ent cell complex structures.
• Surrounding. If A is a type inM and P is any ordered partition of rr s, then
the refinement AP is also inM .
Ardila and Develin prove the following fundamental, if unsurprising, result
in [1, Theorem 3.8].
Theorem 5.3.8. The collection of types in a tropical hyperplane arrangement
constitutes a tropical oriented matroid.
They also showed the following.
Theorem 5.3.9. A tropical oriented matroid with parameters pn,dq is determined
by its vertices.
This means that for a fuzzy relationM between finite sets, the fuzzy spans
FixópM q and FixòpM q are also determined by their vertices. It is clear that just
the underlying set is not sufficient to distinguish two fuzzy spans. An example is
shown in Figure 5.5.
Figure 5.6 shows two skeleta of fuzzy spans with the same underlying set and
the same 0-cells, but different cell complex structures. However, this does not
contradict Theorem 5.3.9, since the parameters of these two spans are not the
same: the left-handdiagramhas anadditional generating 0-cell, i.e. it corresponds
to a fuzzy relation whose matrix representation has an additional column. If we
were to look at FixòpM q rather than FixópM q the underlying sets may not even
agree.
It may be possible to use these ideas to turn the heuristic described in Section
5.2 into an algorithm. This is an area for future research. .
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Figure 5.6: Two skeleta of fuzzy spans with the same 0-cells and the same underly-
ing set but different cell complex structures overall.
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Appendix A
Basic enriched category theory
A.1 Enriched categories
The theory of enriched categories is motivated by the observation that in many
applications of ordinary category theory the hom-sets are not simply sets, but
more complex objects. For instance,many categories used inhomological algebra,
such as categories of modules, have extra structure: one is able to addmorphisms
as well as compose them. In linear algebra the definition of the dual space of a
vector spaceW as the space of linear functionals fromW into the base field relies
on the fact that the collection of linear maps between two vector spaces is itself a
vector space.
The general idea of enriched category theory is to modify the definition of a
category by replacing the hom-sets with objects of some other ‘enriching category’
V . We stress at this point that we do not start with an underlying category and
‘enrich’ it; instead, an ‘enriched category’ is a distinct concept, which generalises
many of the properties of an ordinary category.
Naturally, the first examples of possible enriching categories that come to
mind are concrete categories of ‘sets with structure’, such as modules over some
ring. In a category enriched in Banach spaces, for example, the hom-sets are
Banach spaces and one is able to talk about the limit of a sequence of morph-
isms between two objects. It is important, however, to note that non-concrete
enrichment is also possible. We will find that objects such as metric spaces and
posets can be described as V-categories for suitable (non-concrete) choice of V .
All we require is that V has enough structure that the result of our ‘enrichment’
still looks something like a category. In particular, we must still be able to define
composition of morphisms.
In an ordinary category C, composition of twomorphisms is defined if the
domain of the first is the codomain of the second: given morphisms f : A Ñ B
and g : B Ñ C we can form the composite morphism g ˝ f : A Ñ C . In other
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words, composition constitutes a function on hom-sets,
CpB ,C q ˆ CpA,Bq Ñ CpA,C q,
sending the pair pg , f q to its composite g ˝ f . One key property of the category
of sets that makes this definition of composition possible is the existence of a
product for any two objects. In defining the identity morphism on an object X
we also use the fact that a morphism from the terminal set to CpX ,X q specifies a
morphism from X to itself.
In general we will take our enriching category to be amonoidal category. This
is a category V0 with a monoidal productb : V0 ˆ V0 Ñ V0 and a unit object 1,
satisfying associativity and identity axioms. We write V “ pV0,b,1q for a general
monoidal category and we say that V is symmetric if X bY – Y b X for all X ,Y
in V . Note that, in particular, any category with finite products is monoidal under
its categorical product with the terminal object as unit.
We are now ready to define an enriched category, first defined by Eilenberg and
Kelly in [16], though we give a slightly more general definition. The definition is
entirely analogous to the definition of an ordinary category, but with all references
to the category of sets replaced by references to V . The standard reference for
enriched category theory is Kelly’s book [33], where most of these results can be
found. Another good source is [8].
Definition A.1.1. Let V “ pV0,b,1q be a symmetric monoidal category. A cat-
egory enriched in V , called a V-category for short, consists of the following data:
• a set ObC of objects;
• for all X ,Y P ObC, an object CpX ,Y q inV , called the hom-object ofmorph-
isms from X toY ;
• for all X ,Y ,Z P ObC, a morphism in V
µX ,Y ,Z : CpY ,Z q b CpX ,Y q Ñ CpX ,Z q,
called composition;
• for each X P ObC, a morphism 1X : 1Ñ CpX ,X q, the identity on X ;
such that the following conditions hold:
• composition is associative, i.e., for allW ,X ,Y ,Z P ObC, the following
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diagram commutes:
pCpY ,Z q b CpX ,Y qq b CpW ,X q – //
µX ,Y ,Zbid

CpY ,Z q b pCpX ,Y q b CpW ,X qq
idbµW ,X ,Y

CpY ,Z q b CpW ,Y q
µW ,Y ,Z

CpX ,Z q b CpW ,X q µW ,X ,Z // CpW ,Z q;
• the identities act as units for composition, i.e., for all X ,Y P ObC, the
following diagram commutes:
CpX ,Y q – //
–
 id
((
CpX ,Y q b 1 idb1X // CpX ,Y q b CpX ,X q
µX ,X ,Y

1b CpX ,Y q
1Ybid

CpY ,Y q b CpX ,Y q µX ,Y ,Y // CpX ,Y q.
The associativity and unitality conditions above are direct analogues of the
associativity and unitality conditions for an ordinary category. Normally these
are phrased as certain equalities between composites of morphisms. However,
if our enriching category is non-concrete there may not be any morphisms, i.e.
the hom-objects may not have elements, and so in general everything must be
phrased in terms of the hom-objects themselves and the compositionmorphisms.
A.1.1 Examples of enriched categories
Defintion A.1.1 is quite general; choosing a different enriching category can signi-
ficantly affect what a V-category looks like. In some cases the result is a category
with some extra structure, such as the facility to add morphisms to each other; in
other cases it might be something that, on the surface, does not look much like a
category at all. We give a range of examples below.
First of all, the following should not be a surprise.
ExampleA.1.2 (Ordinary categories). Anordinary (locally small) category is aSet-
category. TheCartesian productˆplays the role of themonoidal productwith any
terminal set t˚u acting as the monoidal unit. The functions 1X : t˚u Ñ CpX ,X q
pick out the identity morphisms idX P CpX ,X q.
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This example makes it clear that the concept of an enriched category gen-
eralises the concept of an ordinary category. Our first real example is a useful
concrete enrichment.
Example A.1.3 (Pre-additive categories and linear categories). For a ring R , the
category R-Mod of R-modules and R-linear transformations forms a monoidal
category whose monoidal product is the usual tensor product of modules and
whose monoidal unit is R . In particular, pAb,bZ,Zq and pVect,bk ,k q, where
k is any field, are monoidal categories; Ab- and Vect-categories are called, re-
spectively, pre-additive categories and linear categories. Pre-additive categories
that satisfy some particular further axioms are called Abelian categories and are
especially useful in homological algebra; see [17].
Another example, well known to category theorists, is the following.
Example A.1.4 (2-categories). The category Cat of small categories is a monoidal
category with respect to the Cartesian product. The terminal category 1 is the
monoidal unit. A category C enriched in Cat is called a strict 2-category. Such an
object has, for each pair of objects X andY , a category of morphisms CpX ,Y q;
in other words, the hom-objects themselves have objects andmorphisms. Thus
a strict 2-category has three types of component: objects (0-cells), morphisms
(1-cells) between objects, and 2-cells between 1-cells.
The prototypical example of a strict 2-category is Cat itself, with categories,
functors, and natural transformations taking the roles of 0-cells, 1-cells, and 2-
cells, respectively. The functoriality of composition amounts towhat is sometimes
known as the middle four interchange law for natural transformations: given
functors F , F 1, F 2 : C Ñ D andG ,G 1,G 2 : D Ñ E and natural transformations
α : F ñ F 1, α1 : F 1 ñ F 2, β : G ñ G 1, β1 : G 1 ñ G 2 we have
pβ1 ˝ α1q ¨ pβ ˝ αq “ pβ1 ¨ βq ˝ pα1 ¨ αq,
where ¨ indicates vertical composition of natural transformations.
In fact, for each enriching category V , the collection of V-categories, V-func-
tors and V-natural transformations (to be defined presently) forms a (strict) 2-
category, which we denote V-Cat.
Weaker than a strict 2-category is the notion of a bicategory, introduced by
Bénabou in [5]. In a bicategory, composition is not associative ‘on the nose’, but
only up to (coherent) isomorphism. Similarly, the identities are only weakly unital
with respect to composition. In practice, bicategories arisemuchmore frequently
than strict 2-categories and in many contexts the term ‘2-category’ will mean
a bicategory rather than a strict one. A key example of a bicategory is V-Prof,
the bicategory of V-categories, V- profunctors, and V-natural transformations
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between V-profunctors, which we define in section 2.2. we omit any further
details of bicategories, instead referring the reader to [5], [36] or [39].
Example A.1.5 (Preorders). The category 2 with just two objects ttrue, falseu and
one non-identity arrow falseÑ true is a category of truth values, where morph-
isms correspond to entailment of propositions. Logical conjunction (‘and’) gives
2 a monoidal structure. The monoidal unit is true, since p ^ true “ p for any
proposition p . Thus a 2-category A (not to be confused with a 2-category above)
has, for each pair of objects a and b , an object Apa ,bq in 2, either true or false,
specifying whether or not a and b are related.
The final example we give of a V-category is one that will particularly useful
later on when we discuss completions of enriched categories.
Definition A.1.6. For any symmetric monoidal category V , the trivial or unit
V-category, denoted I, has just one object ˚ with Ip˚, ˚q “ 1. Composition
and identities are given by the canonical isomorphisms 1 b 1 – 1 and 1 – 1,
respectively.
When V is Set, the trivial V-category is the terminal category, with one object
and a single identity morphism. When V is 2 it can be thought of the one-element
poset.
We introduce V-functors and V-natural transformations as the appropriate
generalisations of functors and natural transformations to an enriched setting.
A.1.2 Enriched functors and enriched natural transformations
The notions of functor and natural transformation generalise straightforwardly
to an enriched setting.
Definition A.1.7. Let C andD be V-categories. A V-functor F : C Ñ D consists
of a function F : ObC Ñ ObD together with, for all X ,Y P ObC, morphisms in
V
FX ,Y : CpX ,Y q Ñ DpFX , FY q,
such that the following diagrams commute:
CpY ,Z q b CpX ,Y q FbF //
µ

DpFY , FZ q bDpFX , FY q
µ

1
1X //
1FX $$
CpX ,X q
F

CpX ,Z q
F
// DpFX , FZ q, DpFX , FX q
When V is concrete, these diagrams correspond to the ordinary functoriality
conditions that F pg ˝ f q “ F g ˝ F f and F pidX q “ idFX .
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It is obvious that Set-functors are ordinary functors, so we turn our attention
to enriched functors for the other examples of enriched categories given in the
previous section.
Example A.1.8 (Additive functors and linear functors). An Ab-functor between
pre-additive categories C andD is a functor F between the underlying categories
satisfying
F pf ` g q “ F pf q ` F pg q
for all morphisms f , g P CpX ,Y q. Such a functor is called additive. Similarly, a
Vect-functor is called a linear functor.
Example A.1.9 (Strict 2-functors). Enriched functors between strict 2-categories,
called strict 2-functors, send 0-cells to 0-cells, 1-cells to 1-cells and 2-cells to 2-cells
in a way that is compatible with the structure of the 2-categories involved and
are, by themselves, rather unremarkable. More interestingly, however, strict 2-
categories and strict 2-functors form amonoidal category 2-Cat, so it is possible
to define a strict 3-category as a 2-Cat-category and, more generally, a strict n-
category as an pn ´ 1q-Cat-category.
Example A.1.10 (Order-preserving maps). Let A and B be preorders, i.e. 2-cate-
gories. A 2-functor f : A Ñ B is a map of sets such that, for a , a 1 P A,
Apa , a 1q $ Bpf paq, f pa 1qq.
In other words,
a ďA a 1 ùñ f paq ďB f pa 1q,
so f is an order-preserving map.
We now turn to enriched natural transformations. In ordinary category theory,
a natural transformation between two functors consists of a family of morphisms
in the codomain category that satisfy a ‘naturality condition’, which just amounts
to the commutativity of certain squares for every possible morphism in the do-
main. In a general enriched setting we cannot necessarily talk about individual
morphisms, since general hom-objects might not have elements, so as usual we
rephrase the definition in terms of hom-objects and composition.
Definition A.1.11. Let F ,G : C Ñ D be V-functors between V-categories. A V-
natural transformation θ : F ñ G consists of a collection of morphisms θX : 1Ñ
DpFX ,GX q in V , indexed by the objects of C, such that for all X ,Y P C the
following diagram commutes, where r : CpX ,Y q b 1 Ñ CpX ,Y q and l : 1 b
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CpX ,Y q Ñ CpX ,Y q are canonical isomorphisms:
CpX ,Y q b 1 GbθX // DpGX ,GY q bDpFX ,GX q
µ
))
CpX ,Y q
r´1
88
l´1 &&
DpFX ,GY q.
1b CpX ,Y q
θYbF
// DpFY ,GY q bDpFX , FY q
µ
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When V is concrete, V-natural transformations are not significantly differ-
ent to ordinary natural transformations. For preorders we get something quite
different.
Example A.1.12. If f , g : A Ñ B are order-preserving maps, a 2-natural trans-
formation from f to g consists of an A-indexed family of morphisms in 2
true $ Bpf paq, g paqq,
i.e. the statement f paq ď g paq, for each a P A.
Enriched natural transformations allow us to talk about the category of V-
functors between V-categories C andD. What we really want, though, is to make
this a V-category. This will have to wait until Section A.2 when we introduce ends.
A.1.3 Closed categories
One interesting property of the category of sets is that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between two-variable functions f : X ˆY Ñ Z and functions
f˜ : X Ñ ZY into the ‘function set’ of functions fromY to Z . Given such an f we
can define, for each x , a function f˜ pxq “ fx : Y Ñ Z by setting fxpy q :“ f px , y q, a
process known as ‘currying’; conversely, we can piece together such functions fx
to define f . Thus there is a bijection
HompX ˆY ,Z q – HompX ,ZY q;
furthermore, this is natural in X and Z . In other words, for each setY , the functor
´ˆY : SetÑ Set is left adjoint to the functor p´qY : SetÑ Set.
In general we say that a symmetric monoidal category V is closed if, for every
Y P ObV , the V-functor ´ b Y : V Ñ V has a right adjoint, which we denote
by rY ,´s : V Ñ V . We call rY ,Z s the internal hom fromY to Z . In particular, if
a category is closed with respect to its categorical product we say it is Cartesian
closed.
Wehave alreadydiscussed the closedness ofSet. It turns out that themonoidal
category 2 is also closed.
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Example A.1.13. Given propositions p , q , r , it is a theorem of logic that
pp ^ qq $ r if and only if p $ pq ñ r q.
Thus the internal hom in 2 is given by implication.
For any closedmonoidal category V , the adjunction´bY % rY ,´s is known
as the hom–tensor adjunction. Its unit and counit have components
ηX : X Ñ rY ,X bY s, εX : rY ,X s bY Ñ X ,
the latter being known as evaluation and sometimes denoted ev. The adjunction
also gives an internal composition functor rY ,Z sbrX ,Y s Ñ rX ,Z s as the adjunct
of the composite
rY ,Z s b rX ,Y s b X idbev //rY ,Z s bY ev //Z . (A.1)
When V is closed it is possible to ‘think of V itself as a V-category’. More
precisely, we can define aV-category V˜ withOb V˜ :“ ObV and V˜pX ,Y q :“ rX ,Y s.
For brevity we will often refer to V˜ simply as V . This allows us to talk about V-
functors into V .
AV-functorP : Cop Ñ V is called a presheaf on C, while aV-functorQ : C Ñ
V is called a copresheaf. Here Cop is the V-category whose objects are the same
as those of C, with CoppX ,Y q :“ CpY ,X q.
Example A.1.14. A one-object Ab-category R is a ring. A presheafM : Rop Ñ Ab
turns out to be a rightR-module, while a copresheaf is a leftR-module. Similarly a
one-objectVect-category is an algebra and apresheaf is an algebra representation.
Example A.1.15 (Upward-closed and downward-closed sets). A copresheaf on
a preorder A, i.e. a 2-functorU : A Ñ 2, gives a truth valueU paq for each a P A,
which can be interpreted as the statement “x P U ”, together with the entailment
Apa , a 1q $ pU paq ñ U pa 1qq,
which means if a P U and a ď a 1 then a 1 P U . ThusU is an upward-closed or
ascending set.
Similarly, a presheaf on A is a downward-closed or descending subset.
A.2 Ends and coends
An end is a special type of limit for V-functors of mixed variance. We will restrict
our attention toV-functors of the formCopbC Ñ D. Recall that anordinary limit
of an ordinary functor F : C Ñ D consists of an object lim F inD together with
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a universal natural transformation from ∆ lim F to F . In order to define ends in a
similarway,wefirst need to introduce a special typeof naturality between functors
of mixed variance, which we call extraordinary naturality or extranaturality. In
fact, we only describe extranatural transformations to or from a constant functor.
This is just one specific instance of the more general concept of dinaturality, but
we do not need the full generality here.
Definition A.2.1. Let F : Cop b C Ñ D be a bifunctor and let K P D. An ex-
tranatural transformation α : K ñ F consists of a family of maps αX : 1 Ñ
DpK , F pX ,X qq, indexed by the objects of C, such that each diagram of the follow-
ing form commutes:
CpX ,Y q F pX ,´q //
F p´,Y q

DpF pX ,X q, F pX ,Y qq
DpαX ,idq

DpF pY ,Y q, F pX ,Y qq DpαY ,idq // DpK , F pX ,Y qq
(A.2)
Such a transformation is called awedge from K to F . An extranatural transforma-
tion β : F ñ K is defined dually and is called a cowedge.
The V-functorDpαX , idq is the composite
µ ˝ pidb αX q ˝ r´1 : DpF pX ,X q, F pX ,Y qq Ñ DpK , F pX ,Y qq,
corresponding, in the case of ordinary Set-categories, to the functor “precom-
pose with αX ”. Thus, in this unenriched setting, diagram (A.2) reduces to the
commutativity of each diagram
K
αX //
αY

F pX ,X q
F pX ,f q

F pY ,Y q
F pf ,Y q
// F pX ,Y q.
We can now define ends of functors valued in our enriching category V . Ends
of arbitrary functors can be defined in terms of weighted limits.
Definition A.2.2. Let F : Cop b C Ñ V be a V-functor. An end of F consists
of an object K “ şCPC F pC ,C q of V together with a wedge λ : K ñ F that is
universal in the sense that, whenever α : K 1 ñ F is another wedge, there is a
unique f : K 1 Ñ K such that αX “ λX ˝ f for every X P C.
Dually, a coend of F consists of an object L “ şCPC F pC ,C q and a universal
cowedge from F to L .
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It turns out that the extranaturality condition of (A.2) reduces, in the case of
V-valued functors, to the equality of certain composites obtained as adjuncts of
F pX ,´q and F p´,Y q, indicated by ρ and σ respectively. For brevity the details
are omitted but can be found in [33]. The upshot is that we can write the end of F
as the following equaliser
ş
CPC F pC ,C q λ //
ś
CPC F pC ,C q
ρ //
σ
//
ś
X ,Y PCrCpX ,Y q, F pX ,Y qs. (A.3)
The maps ρ and σ can be thought of as ‘actions’. With this interpretation
the end is the subobject of the product consisting of those objects for which the
actions coincide.
In a similar way, the coend of F can be written as a coequaliser of morphisms
between coproductsš
X ,Y PC CpX ,Y q b F pX ,Y q
//
//
š
CPC F pC ,C q //
şCPC
F pC ,C q, (A.4)
and represents the ‘quotienting out’ of the coproduct by identifying the results of
the actions.
ExampleA.2.3. Given a preorderA and an order-preservingmap f : AopbA Ñ 2,
the end of f is given by the universal quantification p@a P Aqf pa , aq, since, for
each a 1 P A,
p@a P Aqf pa , aq ùñ f pa 1, a 1q
and this is optimum. Similarly, coends in 2 correspond to existential quantifica-
tion.
Example A.2.4. Given a proxet X and a proximity map f : X op b X Ñ r0, 1s, the
end of f is given by infimum infxPX f px , xq, since, for each x 1 P X ,
inf
xPX f px , xq ď f px
1, x 1q,
i.e. it is a lower bound for f , and, by definition, it is the greatest such lower bound
and thus constitutes a universal wedge. Similarly, coends in r0, 1s correspond to
suprema.
A.2.1 Enriched functor categories
In section A.1.2 we defined V-functors and V-natural transformations for a given
symmetric monoidal closed category V and observed that together with V-cat-
egories these form a 2-category V-Cat. We now show that, in keeping with the
general enriched feel of our discussion, we can define a V-object of V-natural
transformations between two V-functors. The following observation is useful.
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Lemma A.2.5. A family of morphisms αX : 1Ñ DpFX ,GX q constitutes the com-
ponents of a V-natural transformation α : F ñ G precisely when it forms an
extranatural transformation α : 1Ñ DpF´,G´q.
By definition, a morphism λ : 1 Ñ şCPC DpFC ,GC q corresponds to an ex-
tranatural transformation λ : 1ñ DpF´,G´q, i.e., by the lemma, a V-natural
transformation λ : F ñ G . Thus the set of elements of the end, i.e. the image
of the end under the forgetful functorV “ V0p1,´q : V Ñ Set, consists of the
V-natural transformations from F toG . We make the following definition.
DefinitionA.2.6. LetC andD beV-categorieswithC small. The enriched functor
category rC,Ds is the V-category whose objects are V-functors from C toD and,
given V-functors F ,G : C Ñ D, whose hom-objects are
rC,DspF ,G q :“
ż
CPC
DpFC ,GC q. (A.5)
Details of the composition and identities in rC,Ds are given in [33].
For more information about enriched functor categories, see also [10].
We also have an enriched version of the Yoneda Lemma.
LemmaA.2.7 (Yoneda). Let C be aV-category and letF : Cop Ñ V be aV-functor.
Then there is an isomorphism in V
rCop,VspF ,Cp´,C qq – F pC q, (A.6)
natural inC .
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